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CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
New London, CDnn.
Cummings gets
Rosenthal sculpture
'ow London lO,n 1M cum·
peny d Dall .. , ChlCOllO, Loa
Altgelt ,and 'ow York It)' ..
the . lie or a major outdoor
sculplural work by' on of
Am roca'. mo t dl IIngul h d
conwnporary ar
Aunforma! e monW! h Id on
Monday, ·ov. 20 on the oUldoor
lerrace nankln CummIngs Arts
Conler at CoM Ucu. Coll ge,
B rnard Ro.enthal', mas IV
black le Icube 10 I...red by a
cherry pIck r Into I permanent
location at the bUilding',
northwe comer,
Th tilted cube, orl\alTl nted
WIth relief ab tracUon, ru
over 6'. feel above ground I v I
and rotal on ots lower corner It
IS th protolj-'j)e for R -nthal'.
mor massive cube thaI WlcU at
Cooper Square In ManllalWl.
Rosenthal Is generally con-
SId red to be unsurp among
conternporlr), archu clurll
"""Jplora. H woe arel11c:1uded
In the pennanenl coll borIS or
the counlry's moot PI' 1Ig00Ul
r.otton
PUNDIT opens editorial staff
thaI evening's edJtonaJ board
meeting.
Asking the group to be
"realistic," she said that almost
all campus organWltions "ended
up being run by a small core of
sllldents." The main reason. slIa
said, was stadent apathy.
The final form d the c0n-
stitution was negotiated by'
Zelllcll and LYl1n Cole or the
concerned sltJdents and AJelrad,
RobbIe FISher, Donald Kane and
Carin Gordon of the Pundit
by CARIN GORDON Layoui Editor has evolved over the years which
and BERNIE ZELITCH lias tended to gather respon-
Concerned Student Seekesman sibility into one person."
d
· He said that the newspaper
news an comment should "get over its 'eellng of
?he Pundit WIll accept ap- being a private newspaper"
p lcatlOns. for all editorial and because it was operated on the
staff positions for next semester. money of students who "could not
In an unprecedented action, a cancel their subscriptions." .
group of '.'concerned" students Aselrad maintained that the
who publicly challenged the Pundit was "basically following
newspaper's quality and all that was in the proposed
orgamzahon last Thursday met constitution" and that the matter
WIth Pundit editors and drafted a was already on the agenda for
new constitution.
. ,:rinted on page 4,of this issue,
It Insures that the weekly is
controlled by an Editorial Board
of at least three members in-
clUding an editor-in-chief.' The
present editors and staff will
elect the Editorial Board and
staff positions on the hasis of
mterviews and applications.
Current Editor-in-Chief Frann
Axelrad will be on an exchange
program in London, England
next semester.
According to Axelrad the
~dit had planned to ann~unce
er SUccessor in this issue.
However, at its meeting last
Thursday, the College Council
S8ld that the group's complaints
were serious enough to delay the
,:mnouncement.
Bernie Zelitch, spokesman for
~e group of six, said that the
undit would not consider its
P:Oposed constitution. In
~lScussing the newspaper's
s~ortcornings," he said, "We
believe they are inherent in the
Pundit's organization. An un-
defIned system of 'management
No chaplain yet
By JIM pERSKlE
On or ahout December 16,
Connecticut College's present
chaplain, Barrie Shelilerd, will
leave the CoDege. A sllldent-
faculty committee, co-cbaired by
Anita DeFranlz and Associate
Prof. of Religion R. FranCIS
Johnson, is at work seeking a
replacement.
According to Mr. Johnson, tM
committee will not have a name
to submit to President S!Jain lIlW
Easter time. fn the meantime,
they are trying to find someone
who would accept a semester
appointment as interim cllaplam.
Mr. Johnson said that the lIl-
terim chaplain would probably be
someone with little espenence
who was willing to accepl a
temporary job. Concerning the
post of permanent chaplain,. Mr.
Johnson said that the .commlttee
has not established a rlgld ouUlne
of necessary qualifications.
Rather, he SllJd, the c<mmJltee
IS seeking a ~on 01 •. tat ..
substance, splrttua. and 10·
tellectual abllity" who ...ouJd be a
..,trong and OlO... ntial pmIOO COl
camp ......
Having receIVed 102 responses
from its Oloba! lllCll&r). the
comnuttee IS CW'rent1) engaged
In the process of sorbn \hnJUI!h
the names and chedDng Into thelT
quahftcabons. Each of the 102
responde'" was sent a general
description of the job and a cop
of the Statement 01 ReligIOUSLlf
at Com. as it appears In the
catalog ....
According to Mr. Johnson. the
next step in the selectlon ~
will involve arrangmg lUte... ,...
with the apphcants The com-
ffilltee t.opes to name an Intenm
chapl81n st<lrUy and to submot •
name for job as pennenant
chapl81n ,omeume In the prong. IIIini: t
Ten down...Zero to go!
.;..
J
E
I
" 'The time has come,' the Editor said,
'To talk of many things:
Of clues-and tips-and searching for facts-
Of mailboxes-andphonerings-
And howto keepnewsboiling hot-
And what the future brings.' "
Before I proceed I will appease the Judiciary
Board by acknowledging Lewis Carroll's poem,
"The Walrus and The Carpenter," as a source of
inspiration for this parody.
I can't believe it! Ten Issues down already!
Lemme think, that's 97sleepless nights ... add a
few extra for our political Issues,multiply it by 80
pages, and that's not even counting this issue, and
what do you get? Hopefully, an interesting and
Informative newspaper, though some have ex-
pressed other opinions.
I'd like to attribute this semeste~'~ success
(permit me this optimism) to the dllhgence of
PUNDIT's Editorial Board (and you thought we
didn't have one!), for without their(a)moral sup-
port and persistence, it would not have been
possible to bring you this newspaper. Stay tuned for
our next episode_
Without Donald's energy and, at times, eccentric
behavior (especially in regard to many of his un-
printed columns); Carin's technical skill and her
unique humor; Robbie's eagerness and adeptness
at picking out copy.errors, and "photo by's" (bet
you thought his name was Cotton) artistic gallery
and photographic genius, we could never have
survived those Wednesday steak-and-cheese
grinders and hectic production sessions.
Don't let me gloss over the "unsung heroes." I'd
like to thank Allen for his guidance, Donnafor her
pecuniary skill, the Circulators for their early-
morning deliveries, the sports crew for their
"Coswellian" reporting, and, of course, our staff.
ESTABLISHED IN It" AND PUBLISHED tSY THE STUDENTS
OF CONNECTICUT COllEGE eVERY {HURSDAY WHilE
THE COLLEGE' IS IN SESSION EXCEPT DURING
EXAMINATION AHD VACATION PERIODS. SECOND CLASS
EHTRY AUTHORIZED AT HEw LONDON, CONNECTICUT.
EDITOR-IN.CHIEF
Fr.nn A)(~lrad '74
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Donard Kane '75
Editorial Board
Frann Axelrad
Don~ICIKane Carin Gordon
R. HUdson Fisher
Photography
LaY·Out
SpOrts
Jon Cotton '75
Carin Gorcon '75
Greg Yahia '74
Paul Lanh '75
Les Revilock '74
Cathy Backus ']4
Ma,y Elren Kenn.,. '73
Donna Cartwright '74
Circul.tion
Business M.nager
Contributors:
CarOl Bowman,ChiHles Chaffee, HUdson Fisher, Jim Perskte,
Roger Smith, Steve Taft, Lisa WeiSkuf./, and Bernie t.elitch.
, ..... rrm ... NAT10NAL ADVDt1SING IY
Nacioealld\IQtioGaJ Adnnisi.a, SefYica, lac.*Lai_ A.... New Yod, N. Y. 10017
Thanksalso to Mrs. Kercher and Mrs. Thompso~
of the NewsOffice for their Inspiration for many 0
ou~articles. '
"The Crew"
Most important, however, were those in-
numerable members of the college community who
gave us incentive by their paradoxieal complaints
that PUNDIT never takes a stand and their sub-
sequent condemnation of PUNDIT for so blatantly
expressing its views.
As a conclusion to my "Swan Song" I would like
to recall the quote by Mark Twain that has served
as our motto thIs seme~b!r:
"A NEWSPAPER IS NOT JUST FOR REPOR-
TINGTHE NEWSAS IT ISBUTTOMAKE PEOPLE
MAD ENOUGHTO 00 SOMETHING ABOUT IT."
Although this objective has not always been as
apparent as we would have liked, I hope that this
semester we have sufficiently fulfilled it.
Cheerlo! fia
Notice From StudentGovernment
1. There will be an Important meeting of all
Student members of Departmental Advisory
-etommlttees (and all other interested students)
concerning Student Evaluation of courses.
4:30p.m. Tuesday, 12December
StudentGovernment Office in Cro.
2. Filling Vacancies on Student-Faculty Com-
mittees
The following students have been nominated to
the preliminary slate by the Student GOvernment
Nominations Committee to fill vacant positions on
the:
Admissions Committee:
Class of 1973(one vacancy)
Sue Krebs
Class of 1975(one vacancy)
Jon Draper
Fred Moser
Library Committee:
Class of 1974(one vacancy)
, Pam McDonald
Students who wish to nominate themselves can
obtain petitions In the Student Government Office.
Return· no later than Monday morning, 11
December.
Election to be held next week.
Personal and verbal campaigning is allowed.
I •
-
,Letters
-
To the Editor:
This semester is too short.
Sincerely,
Allen Carroll
To the Edi tor:
The latest discussion of the
college calendar has convinced
me that the time is ripe for what I
call the No Calendar Calendar for
Cormectlcut College or NC4 for
short.
The NC4 has no specified dates
for the opening and closing of an
adademic year, vacations and
the like. Rather, it is built on the
simple preposition that education
is a continuing contmous
operation. In brief, the en-
terprises would be earned on as
follows:
.. 1. The instructor for each
course would publish a detailed
syllabns for tbe course. This
syllabus would iuclude, among
other things, statements as to the
nature and purpose of the
cocurse, the questions or
problems to be considered and,
possibly, answered, and a
detailed bibliography, laboratory
manual, or other appropriate
materials for the student who
wanted to work in the course,
.. 2. Each instructor would make
known specific times he would be
availahle to a student who was
working in the course.
.. 3. Whenever n student felt
adequately prepared, he w.ould
ask for the. prescr~bed
examination or tnstructlens
regarding the prescribed ter-
minating project for the course.
When and if the student
salisfnctorily completed the
examination or the project, tbe
instructor would inform the
Registrar's office whether or not
the student has "passed" the
course.
.. 4. When the student ac-
cumulated a total of 32 passed
course properly distributed as
prescrihed by tne Faculty's
definition of A.B. degree
. program, the degree would. be
granted with an approprIate
ceremony.
What could be simpler or more
logical? The merits are mind-
boggling. Each stude~t could
proceed with his education at his
own pace. Each faculty member
could devote more time to.
scholarship, pushing forward the
frontiers of knowledge. Obsolete
classrooms could be remodeled
to provide faculty members WIth
adequate and comfortable of-
fices.
All sorts of committees would
disappear. The, tremendous
apparatus concerned w~t~
academic advising, ~OCl~
counseling, and psychiatric
treatment might be reduced, if
not dismantled. The resident
halls and refectories needed
could be turned over to Howard
Johnson or Holiday Inn.
Those buildings not needed
could be torn down to provide
additional parking spaces
ciEconomies could be. expecte
from the absence of an involved
program of extra-or co-
to the editor 3
curricular programs. One could
go on. for the list is endless.
The faults? Well. there may be
a few! Some of the implied
assumptions about formal higher
education, the nature of a
student. the responsibilities of a
faculty member may be
questionable. Possibly. there are
others. Walt Kelly tells us from
time to time through Pogo that if
it is logical and simple it cannot
be in the national interest - or
anyone's interest. Still, I com-
mend the NC4 to you. It is as
worthy of consideration as some
of the other calendar proposals I
have seen.
Sincerely,
Robert E. Lorish
Chairman
To the Editor:
As faculty who must teach
"semester" courses in 12 or 13
weeks we would like ro support
the suggestion of Mr. Cibes. in the
November 16 issue of Pundit. that
the ColIege adopt 15 week
semesters. We concur with his
arguments and would like ro add
to the record our frustration
.trying to deal adequately with a
semester's worth of material in
12 weeks.
Sincerely,
James Baird
Paul Fell
Richard H. Goodwin
Bruce Hunter
George Kasperek
Helen Mulvey
William A. Niering
Frances C. Roach
Jane W. Smyser
Sally Taylor
Scott Warren
Bernice Wheeler
George Willauer
Minor Myers, Jr.
To the Editor:
Mr. Cibes' proposal for
semesters with 15 weeks of
classes makes by far the most
educational sense, for the
reasons he states. of all the
calendars yet proposed.-
Except for a merciful in-
terspersion of breaks in the first
semester and -between
semesters, it is very much like
the calendar on which we
operated for many years. until
we began ro experiment with
reading periods and special
studies periods.
We have abandoned these
experiments but not the shor-
tening of the period for classes.
With 2 or 3 weeks lopped off each
semester and no corresponding
shrinksg e of the content expected
of a semester course, it is no
wonder we all live in a constant
state of frazzle.
I urge the college community to
give up ils blind and frenzied
inSistarice on exams before
Christmas at any price, and ro
adopt a schedule that wilI alIow
us ro live a civilized and scholarly
life.
Sincerely,
Betty F. Thomson
Professor of Botany
....
To the Ediror:
Iwould like to highly applaud
Bill Cibes' proposed IS-week
college calendar. which appeared
in the Nov. 16 issue of PUNDIT.
As a first Semester senior. Ihave
been a participant in several
shortened semesters; as a
student, I can attest to the in-
sanity of these sbort semesters _
especially this year's first
semester.
The basic problem is a lack of
time. There is simply not enough
time . to intelligenUy assimilate
this semesler's work and to write
intelligent. perceptive papers.
Surely the faculty is similarly
pressed for lime; they too must
prepare for classes. and give and
grade exams and assign and read
papers.
Oh, if only ALL of us had time
for Bill Cibes' leisurely. reflec-
tive consideration of scholarly
issues, which is the hallmark of a
true academic conununity!"
Sincerely,
Carol Williams'73
To the Editor:
Iwish to recognize with thanks
the most enthusiastic response of
many students to assist in the
removal of the spray paint along
the Arboretum trails. The person
responsible for this act is in the
process of rehabilitating the
area. We hope to have the area
restored as soon as possible.
Sincerely,
William A. Niering
Dept. of Botany
To the Edi ror:
After a successful weekend,
both socially and financially. all I
can do is look in retrospect and
thank all the people who made
the weekend possible. Dean
Watson heads the list with her
undying calmness and guidance.
her secretary for her endless
phone calls and Bert Gullong for
all the planning. .
The Craft·s Fair - so long In
the planning stages deserves a
special memorial for the $183.00
which it made for the cfuss under
the guidan ce of Marsha Crmg.
the sole organizer.
The Weekend . . . well. the
weekend belongs to many people
but especially to Kalle Pmne,
Jim Hamill and DebbIe Beebe
who planned and planned .and
planned . . . The advertising:
those posters all over cam~us
which everyone managed ro mJSS
and the coverage in the Pundit
can be attributed to Suzanne
Zolper and Frann Axelrod,
respectively.
Perhaps what impressed me
most about the weekend were the
members of the other classes who
were willing to devote the~ time
_ which is so very precIOUSat
this time of the year - ro help.
especially at the dinner. The
Sophomore Class President, Rick
Lichenstein, I thank for the effort
and the moral support.
A special thanks needs ro be
extended to Lincoln Baxter, a
member of the Class of 1975.
without whose aid everything
from Scrimshaw to the tapes on
Friday night would never have
been possible. Last, but certainly
not least, Iwould like to thank my
personal friends. most of whom
are already listed, but also Anita
DeFrantz and Robin Kruger for
their moral support and the en-
less hours of the duplicating and
the post office.
It's allover now but thank you
one and all who came to the
weekend and supported an effort
to sponsor a weekend in which all
enjoyed themselves - most of
all. myseU.
Thank you.
Norma K. Darragh
President. Class of 1974
To the Ediror:
When Connecticut College Is
trying to go co-ed, a primary
factor in attracting and keeping
men here is athletics. In our
experience (20 male hockey
participants) trying to start a
hockey tearn which now has the
largest participation of any male
winter sport, we have had a~
solutely no support from the
Heads of the Physical Ed.
Depar tment.
In fact. the Department. by
agreeing ro assist US and not
follOWing through with their half-
hearted offers. has hindered our
eflorls ro set the hockey program
on the ice. Other similarly less
traditional activities such as
!across have also been met with
this lethargic enthusiasm by the
Phys. Ed. Department.
The Physical Education
Department should seriously
consider appointing a co-
ordinaror for male athletics who
is responsive to the Iroadened
interest of the growing male
population here.
Sincerely.
The Connecticut College Hockey
Team
To the Ediror:
Since my return this fall I have
harbored a suspIcion that the
level of maturity on this campus
has slipped greall)'. Until
recently I rationalized that asa
senior it was natural ro feel thiS
because. in fact. a large maJ0rlt)'
of students are younger than I.
And. regretably. I also attrIbuted
this ro the larger presence of (and
I hesitate ro use the word) men on
campus.
Last year I was exposed to
episodes of "snaggin~" .. ThIS
ar I have beard tell of IncIdents
:: actual exposure or as it ~as so
nicely put - "flashing". ThIS.past
weekend my own dorml tory
s nsored hard core stag films
~plete with red lights to greet
the anxious enteruunment
seekers as they entered.. t
It is not necessary to POint ou
the rOSS immaturity inherent. In
this gtype of behavior. I only WISh
to register my personal In-
dignation and embarr~s~ent
d me through association -
::':'atter how distant.
I find these forms of
amusement highly offenslv~as a
woman and as a human being. I
do not wish to deny anyone Utetf
freedom of expression. Perhaps a
dub should be formed by such
persons who ... k and enJo~ (',
this type of ouUet There, In th
privacy of club get-togethers,
they could "snag" and "fIash"
themselves IIIlD l!Clltasy .,thout
Intruding 011 the privacy of
domutones and other public
facilines.
As for stag films. I slaJdder to
think that supposedly Intelligent
college students could "get off"
00 the exploitative antics 01 SIck
minds.
gllen Broderick 73
To the Editor·
Now that the flag foolbaJl
season i3 over, and the cc.n-
petatlve Spirit hall waned .nough,
I think all the play.rs and
spectators would lille to up"",,
their thanks 10 the slud.nt who
worked his us off to malle nag
football go.
Dav.d M.rves co-<>rdlnated the
schedule. referred almost every
game. and play.d for his own
dorm(K.B.J, and did a fin. Job at
all three. With little or no help be
not only set UP. but sa w this
football tournam.nt through.
DaVId put in literally counUess
hours ro do Ius co-ordinatlng.
referring and playing tasks.
Thank you &gain lor a moat e ...
joyable and splnled season -
and thank you for making the
machinery of an Intra-mural
sport work so well.
Sincerely.
Harold S. Roaenbel1l
To The Editor:
It has come ro the attention ~
the JudIciary Board that there IS
a great deal of confus.on among
the students concernIng
examinations, hour lies, and
finals.
Unfortunately. I. as Ch8Jr·
person of ibis Board. am
responsIble for some or the
..
C
Zo
~
COnNsllll and for that reason I f
tnsh to """lop and glV' an
'1Ip1an1llon.
VarIOUS stlIdenls have come 10 '-:'
me concerned beca_ they ar. p
unabl.1o lIeep III.... hourlla '()( ~
knOW1Jlllwhal the pollda .... J •
went to Dean Jordan WIlli tlle ~
question. He tllplained that then! :II
.... no wrl~n policy about :'
poaH8lion of hoorll and finals
~- but students have the nght 10 ;:j
see and r,vl.. th ...
.ramlnatlOna WIth the prcI_
WIth thIS lnformatlOll, I w ntlo
the Judiciary Bo&rd and we
decided It O'OUIdbe In tbe I'"
cerest.s 01 the .nt .... stud.nt body
to ancourag. all Stud.nIB to talk
With th.1r prof.soors and to asIt
for their eJWllS.
At this POUlt the difficulty
litcome de.. Some of the
professors approeched f.1t tbat
the students were out of order
Th is unfortunat but un-
derstandabl.
W.. Ih. students. fully
recoglllu that the pow.r to
det.rnun. class room pollcl
hes with th prof ... or. J
apologlu for the conflict 01 ...
te ... st but I O'OUIdhope tbat the
faculty could VI.W th pclS.Uon of
the .tudent.s WIth some c0m-
passIOn.
At any rate. I hope that some
POSItive &Ction may result from
thIS confusion. J JUllgfllt that
dI.CU!slOlIS of the Initial dif-
ficulty; that IS desc.mUlg a
VlabI. pobcy for poaaea .... ~
exams and oth.r issues whIch are
of a direct concem for the
stud.nts and the I/1Struelln be
.mhated WIth stud.nt-faculty
parbClpallOn.
Th~ are all II> many ..... s
whIch conllnUl! to be n.gJt<:ted
for lack ~ thIS SOl1 of d1Scusaion
RespectfullY Subm.tled.
AnIta DeFranu.
Cha"".rson. Judi.,...,. Board
,
f
--
1he policies of the Editorial keep records of all major actions.
Board, coordinate production of 5_ The' Editorial Board- shaIl
1he newspaper, and conduct the determine thecompositioil' of tne
day to day operations of the newspaper stsff.
newspaper. 6. General selections for the
L An autonomous Editorial 4. The Editorial Board shall Editorial Board' and' newspaper
Board shaII asswne all respon- meet on weeks when publication staff shall be held when
sibility for 1he content of the of an issue is anticipated; necessary, but in no case shaIl
newspaper: 4a. Meetings of the Editorial more than twelve' calendar
1a. The Editorial Board shall Board shall be announced and months, elapse without new
consist of an Editor-in-Chief(s) members of the college com- selections;
and those students the Editorial munity may have the opportunity 6a. Selections shall be by
Board deem to be fulfilling vital to appear before said meeting: publisbed application and hy
functions on the newspaper, so 4b. The Editorial Board shall criteria under the jurisdiction of
long as Ihe composition of the strive for professional standards; the Editorial Board:
Editorial Board numbers at leasl 4c. The Editorial Board shall . 6b. Any student at Connecticut
three. conduct all business in Executive College shall be eligible 10 per-
2. Functions vital to the Session which requires a three- form· any functions on the
newspaper are: those which deal fifths quorum; newspaper:
with its business operations; and 4d. The Editorial Board shall ~c. Unexpected vacancies on
those which deal with its issue discuss the previous issue and the newspaper staff and Editorial
construction, tentative plans for the forth- Board shall be filled by the
3. The Editor-in-Chief shall act corning issue: . Editor-in-Chief, or by the
as the official spokesman for the 4e. Editorials shall be un- Editorial Board when the position
newspaper, shall preside over signed and reflect the of Editor-in-Chief becomes
meetings of the Editorial Board, majority opinion of the Editorial vacant.
newspapermen around the and shall not serve more than Board: The Editor-in-Chief shall 7. This Constitution shall takecountry.
twelve calendar months: vote on the main question and in effect • immediately upon
He evoked much laughter when sa, It 18 tbe responsibility of case of a tie: ratification of the College
he recalled his experiences with th Edi '£'L f f Th Edi .al B d shall Co ilPresidents at news conferences. e tor-in-Chie to implement 4 . e tori oar unc .
FOR, he said, was the most vocal ,- - - -- -- -- - - - - -- -- - - - - --- - - -..,.... - - -- --.,
giving press conferences once a I Applications for Editorial Functions Iweek, and sometimes talking for I I
uplVard of ninety minutes. 1 , 1
gi:-ico~fe~:: r~~~~~~~ I Name Dorm 1
Dwight D. Eisenhower, though 1 CI " I
not the easiest man to pin down, I ass. ...... Function Desired 1
carried on with his press con- I
:,,::;~es like an old soldier I Qualifications J
John F. Kennedy was 1 I
co~~~. Baines Johnson, he I '" /
said, at 1he beginning of his term I . I
gave many warm news con- I I
ferences but near the end soured 'I
on them when newsmen talked of 1
Vietnam or other unpopular I I
issues. IApplications must be sub itted b W d D 13 IThe most lackluster president 1 ID1 Y e, ec. I
Mr. Shannon has encountered is
our incumbent President, _I I
Richard M. Nixon, who, for the I to Box 1351 I
amount of press conferences he I I
gives, may as well not give any at I
a1IL ludi M Shan L___________ , In cone ng, r. non - -
expressed the importan ce of the
media as an independent source,
one that should remain free from
governmental influence.
The speech was coherent, Mr.
Shannon often congenial and the
audience very much alive.
TIME'S Shannon speaks
for press liberty
By CHARLES CHAFFEE
Tuesday night November 28,
William V. Shannon who has a bi-
lined colimn on the op-ed page of
1he New York Times, spoke in
Dana Lecture HaIL
He has been a Washington
Correspondent since 1951, first
with the New York Post (through
1964) and, since then, with the
Times. Mr. Shannon has co-
authored The Truman Merry Go
Round (1950) and singly written
American Irish and The Heir
Apparent (1967).
As a guest of Pundit, Mr.
Shannon spoke to about two
huncred people on "The Press
versus The Powerful."
.Stating that 1hepress in itself is
an important entity with regard
to the news being made (i.e., it
can interview and sometimes
obtain the confidence of
organizations that Police never
could) he believed that charges
by certain politicians against the
lX"essare unfounded.
Replying to Spiro Agnew'S
criticism of the press, he said the
lX"essis just like any other non-
governmental agency where men
1X"0gress1hrough the ranks, the
most lX"oficienthopefully having
1he highest positions. It was his
belief that this proficiency gives
a newspaperman an objectivity
that Shannon himself ex-
periences when talking to
Nostalgia weekend
50s revived
Nostalgia -Vh for the good old
days. The junior weekend,
December 2,3more than satisfied
these longings.
Friday night not an ungreased
head or non-white socks could be
found at Crozier Williams. Elvis
Presley was King again. "Ain't
Nothing But A Hound' Dog" and
"Love Me Tender Love Me
Sweet" followed the pony-tailed
queens and motorcycle kings to
the movies at 12midnight.
Here all basked in the joy of
their hero Humphrey Bogart in
the African Queen. Not a par-
ticiP!"lt in this affair dreamed of
the Herman's Hermits or the
Cream that night.
The next day the junior class
turned to the 1960's, but to the
time before the blue jeans
phenomenon those who went to
the dinner found table clothes,
candles, wiDe and waiters and
waitresses (who were very
professional, indeed).
Afterwards was a dance with
music provided by SkrinlShaw. It
was the band's last performance
and undoubtediy one of their best.
Everyone dan cod, sang and left
with a smile.
The weekend for those who
participated was a great success.
It is the first of such "big
weekends" at Connecticut
College to also be a financial
success. It just goes to show
Conn. College - it can be done
inspite of yourself.
--
Proposed newspaper
;,;.'./ • ' ;j·t ....
constitution
This constitution shall define
the operation of the student-
owned newspaper at Connecticut
College.
"Some thin you don't like about us buddy?"
cotton
Security log
Three cases reportea 01 people
lreaking into Ute kitcben and
cigarette machines of Harris.
A coat was stolen from a
locker-room in Cra.
"'"" .~
CJ
X marks the spot
A wasle removal truck owned
by Ute College collided" with ' ~
student-driven automobiJp ~t
What kind
By CARIN GORDON
Rabbi Sally Preisand, the first
woman Rabbi in the United
'States spoke Sunday evening at
Temple Beth EI, New London.
In her lecture, "A Woman
Rabbi Her Problems,
Prerogatives and Principals,"
Preisand explained her
progression from her first
thoughts toward the Rabbinate
until her present pulpit through a
series of anecdotes.
Although she was unable to
remember when or 'exactly why
she first wanted to become a
rabbi, Preisand did admit her
deep alliance with Judaism.
IlTwo things are needed to be
religious," she said, "a sense of
tolerance and a desire to help
others."
A native of Ohio, Rabbi
Preisand entered Hebrew Union
College, Cincinnati. "At first the
faculty ignored me and my fellow
students were skeptical, both
groups being under the _im-
pression that I had enrolled only
to find a husband."
Gradually her fellow students
were made aware of the
seriollsness behind her quest to
be a rabbi and were behind her
all the way. They were always
ready to complain, when
Preisand received unfair
treatment from the ad-
ministration.
When it was necessary for
students in her class to reapply,
which customarily meant up-
rlating one's autobiographical
\ infotmation, Preisand was
required by the school to see a
psychiatrist.
All students at Hebrew Union
College are responsible for
running the school's chapel
services throughout the year.
Tliese assignments were given
out alphabetically, except for
Preisand. Her name had been
forgotten in the original listings,
and then added on arbitrarily
during the height of exam week.
Each year during the Holy
Days students from the college
travel to congregations in need of
a rabbi. Preisand chose to
....
approximately 2:00 p.m.,
Tuesday.
The automobile, a green
Mercury Capri, driven by
Leonard LuPriore and owned by
his parents, was driving up the
nght SIde of the road running
west towards the Harkness
Chapel. The garbage truck
driven by Robert W. KUhl, a~
employee of Conn was moving up
the left side of the street.
Without signalling, the truck
began to make a right turn into
the road going north towards
Crozier-Williams. In the process
of this right hand turn from the
left lane, the truck side-swiped
the Capri, pulling the car onto the
curb.
There were no injuries to either
drivers or to bystanders. The
Capris entire left fender was
damaged, as well as slight
damage to the front fender. The
truck escaped unhurt.
of a job
practice at a southern Illinois
congregation, where she had first
begun her religious education.
However, the congregation would
not accept her.
She had better luck at her
second choice, a small
congregation in Champagne,
Illinois. This synagogue needed a
rabbi badly and had no choice,
but to accept her. The
congregation was very pleased
with Preisand. Their only worry
had been whether she would be
able to lift the Torah.
Hattiesburg, Mississippi, was
the site of her next congregation.
As Preisand explained, "It was
not my most pleasant experience.
There was a fight in the
congregation over women rat>
bis; their president and
secretary, Ii woman, quit."
Although she received a great
deal of publicity, many found it
difficult to believe Dr accept that
she was a rabbi. "I received a
special delivery letler addressed
to Rabbi Preisand. The postman
looked at me; 'Rabbi Preisand,
letter. Rabbi Preisand! Rabbi
Preisand?' 1showed him some of
my scrapbooks to prove it. Then
this black pos tman turned to me
and said "I think it would be as
hard for' you to become a rabbi,
as it would for me to become head
of the KKK.!"
To swn up the feelings of many
about women rabbis, Pre1sand
quoted an orthodox Isra,eli Rabbi,
"Women rabbis, there s nothing
in Jewish law against it; we just
don't need it."
However, a limited survey of
those members of Temple Beth
EI attending the lecture revealed
no one opposed to a woman rabbi
for their congregation.
As one elderly woman stated,
"There was a time 1wouldn't ride
on the Sabbath, now I ride. Times
change; if 1 can ride on the
Sabbath I can accept a woman
rabbi u'she were qualified,"
Rabbi Preisand is presently
assistant Rabbi at the Stephen
Wise Synagogue, New York. It IS
a refonn "free congregation,
where it is stressed that d~vin~
service needs human service,
Double credit for student teache
bv ROBINKRUGER.... WENDYROVEN
Those sta1ents wbo are early
risers have amdoubtly seen tbe
student teachers malling their
way III their respective schools.
Eight hours later, these same
students, dragging their books
behind them, come borne to their
dorms, only to run oIf to their own
classes.
When do these sta1ents rest in
thIS rat race cycle? The student
teachers say never, and faculty
members who have these
students in class are also
unhappy about these exhausted,
and often unprepared students.
One solution that has been
suggested is 8 hours 01 credit for
the student leaching ezperienee.
What rationale could be used for
the basis or re-evaluation?
The main resson is the number
of hours student teacbers must
spend in the classroom, as well as
~eparation time. For example,
the secondary Studenl teacher
spends 71> hours every day in the
school. The average studenl
Ieacher IS Ieaclung tour cClltleS
dally wludl mjUl.... 4 hclurs 01
preparation every night
All sta1ent Ieachen spend al
least 57 hours a weell 001 a courle
lor wtucn they receive only 4
hours cre"t. Sinee It is utterly
unpossible to take 3 courses plus
student teaching, these students
"'e forced to either overpolnt one
semester, or else spend ad-
ditional money and lune at-
tending sunner school.
Since 20-25 per cent 01 last
year's class wa. certified, this
seems 10 be blatant
discrimination.
If student teaching carried 8
credits, this would open the way
III a block plan where a student
would spend his whole semesler
WIthinthe realm 01 the Educallon
5
~c:ze
~
;
Deparb1lelll f"or eumpl. a !i
studenl cauld prac_ teacb. I
take hIS methods course. and •
educauonal psychology or ~
creauV1t)' course an one."
semeJl.er, :;
Student Ieachlllg wouldltUIy be :i
III Ulle«raled ed allOllal ox- :
penence. ThISmelhod would not ~
force potential studenta of ~
e<iucauon lD OverpoUltor nend :;
summer school. Laslly, this ;1
would take studenl t...,he~ out
of senun .... which they are 1.00
tired lD attend, and have not had
urne to prepare for,
The advlll~es to thIS are
many. The scheduling 01 the
course around the student
leachUlg eapenence would be
made coMlderable easier All
these courses would be In-
lerwlned III make all cour
relevant lO the "teacher-to-be"
• this for a nice Jewish girl?IS
comm nled Pre ... nd
Allhoullhclaurung she was not
an "acuve I ader 01 woman'.
Iiberat.on," Rabbi PrelSand
strongly advocates ChangUlgthe
role 01 women Ul the Jew h
religIon She supported an
enlargement of lemale par-
ticipation In all servICes.
"The words lather, man, and
manktnd lrequenlly lOIIIldUl the
service sh<KtJdbe changed to
human, Individual, and
human ktnd. Texlbooks should be
changed which portray the
JewISh woman as prepaling the
home and meal, whIle the
IalSband IS at the SlllagOilue
WorshlpplOg. The tradttion 01
Suncas Torah, wbere the Torah IS
symbolicalll passed down Irom
grandfather 10 father to son
sh<KtJd now be passed Irom
grandparent to chold."
Changing the tone 01 ber speech
PrelS8lld affirmed, ' I belie"e In
the preser,,"uon 01 the JewWl
past. presenl and lulure which
.. e WIlled" fl<Ibbi PrelSAlld
I&lled to 9pwn how th.. Jew
past. lull of tradJaons. can be
presen-ed without lh con·
Unuation 01 the Jewish woman •
role as a homemaker
Allhoullh the are only a 'Of}
ff':W women ~nUl stud
be rabbis. PrelSand predic1ed
thaI there d be """ . I r
onbnation In 19i~. Rabb,
Prelsand rKtlt d fr r
classmates a ell de r ed
ling on.
Christmas orchestra concert Sunda
The Connecticut College Or-
chestra under the direCtion of
Mrs. Margaret I. Wiles will
present a Christmas Concert on
Sunday alternoon (Dec. 101at 4
o'clock in Dana Concert Hall of
eummings Arts Center at Con-
necticut College.
Instrumentalists represent
students and faculty at the
college along wilh musicians
from ~.,outheastern Connecticut.
Contvt-mistress June Ingram,
a senior !rom . 'lstic, WIn be the
featured \"Iolln solol l In
Tbe prOilram ,,,0 open WIth
"Hornpipe" bl Purcell and close
Vieniawskl' "Romance from
Concerto in 0 ~hnor:' Other
student solOIStsare VlollO,I.)nn
LeLoup. a senior; \·101a.MarJone
Rosenbaum, a ophomore.
viohncello, Douglas Hal..,)', a
sophomore; and Sarah Mernll. a
senior at the Wllhams School.
viola.
'... ,.
II The Dark Ages enlightened
~
; Medieval week in retrospect
J
ER by NANCYCOlLINS
,; Connecticut College _ small,
.; co-ed, liberal arts college,
I! relatively quiet campus, founded
1on a sloping hill, gently rising
... above the noise and din of New
,.: London proper. Usual lunch and
C dinner conversations cover
Z classes, groans about work,
::l recent reflections about girl
ll. friends and boy friends, sports,
more groans about work,
weekend plans, and occasional
reference to world events.
Students range from con-
scientiously scientific, to bored;
from half-interested in liberal
arts, to very caught up in fine
arts; from totally despondent
about any real reasons for being
in college at all to a very serious
dedication to changing society
through sociology and
psychology.
There is however very little
correlation between what a
student studies at COMecticut
College and what he does in his
daily life. It is true that govern-
ment and political science
majors had an opportunity to test
their theories and to put their
beliefs into practice by cam-
l!8ignin.l[ in the recent election.
But what about the lOWly,
nobody-knows-what-l<Hb-with,
impractical English major? Sure
he can go to poetry readings _
the advantages of an intimate
book in a quiet room are
superseded by the intimacy of a
nesh and blood poet reading his
words which enclose his personal
thoughts, but again and again the
student must uk himself, "Are
occasional poetry readings the
only remnants Ii the creative
intensity captured in English
Jjtp,.,.tW'e? "
Is the life and intensity of
English literature, occasionally
sensed in a classroom, doomed to
lbe confinement of lbese
hallowed academic walls
forever?
The enthusiasm and delight
which people ~ in the recent
Medieval Symposium (Nov. Il;-
17) wouldseem to contradict such
a fatalistic resignation. The
symposium was directed by Mr.
Mark Speyer Ii the English
Department who teaches
Medieval Literature.
Plans had been laid months in
advance and included a lecture
by Mr. Ed Cranz of the history
department on Wednesday
evening, a lecture on radicalism
in the Middle Ages by Mrs.
Dorothy Loomis on Thursday
afternoon followed by a Medieval
banquet thst evening. However
the festivities did not end there
but were followed by a lecture on
Friday afternoon followed by a
Medieval banquet that evening.
However the festivities did not
end there but were followed by a
lecture onFriday afternoon given
jointly by Mr. Speyer and Mr.
Alan Zimmerman of the Chinese
department.
As a finale to the three day
celelration, the Medieval "Play
of Daniel" was performed by
members of the college com-
munity, dtreCted by Mr. Paul
Althouse and Mr. Jim Crabtree.
The three lectures were very
different.
Mr. Cranz very skillfully
conveyed in a little over an hour
the essence of Augustine and
Petrarch, who they were, what
they said, and how Petrarch was
influenced by Augustine.
Mrs. Loomis' speech was
possibly a lillie less intellectual
and a lillie more amusing and
seemed perfectly sui ted to the
tastes of a Thursday afternoon
crowd anxious to hear about an
age equally as radical as our
own.
The joint lecture by Mr. Speyer
and Mr. Zimmerman was a lillie
wider in SCOPe !ban the other two.
It tried to show the com-
plementary as well as divergent
developments of the Medieval
works of the Englishman,
Chaucer, the Italian, Boccaccio,
and the whole gamut of Chinese
tale-tellers .
Each lecture brought a large
turnout of both teachers and
students - different age groups
from different departments with
different interests sharing in a
common enjoyable learning
experience. It seems that a
cultural experience directed and
performed by and for members
of the same community can do
wonders for the pangs of
"generation gap" and the
isolation of the modern
spectalized individual.
The banquet on Thursday night
originally had been open to
members of the English
department, considering the
limilations of time and space, but
was later modified to include
certain other select individuals.
From first to last the occasion
was a total success.
The atmosphere and food and
elaborate arrangements offered
a huge testimony to the
successful sensitive planning by
a student Lynn Cole, who worked
with Mrs. Janet Gezari in testing
and selecting the menu, and with
Mr .. Speyer in furnishing the
atmosphere and ensuring a
SUccessful attendance. The
sophisticates of COMecticut
College, be they teacher or
student, did lillie else but delight
in their surroundings _ feet
mingling with hay on the floor
ears bUZzing wilh the hum of
recorders and the blare of
trumpets aMouncing each
course, fingers greasy from a
long-repressed, finally-realized
hearty tug of chicken, throats
sweet from the pleasure of drink
as hot cider was followed by hot
wine which brought forth warm"
discussion and a host of eager
after-dinner dancers.
Peter Leibert had enterlained
the feasters with a Medieval
"Fools Dance" and then stayed
to teach anyone interested the art
of English Country Dancing.
I!:vent after event was largely
attended much to the surprise
and delight of those die-hard
enthusiasts of Medieval culture.
But no one was more surprised
than the actors and actresses'
themselves who performed the
Medieval "Play of Daniel" - a
play based on the Biblical story of
Daniel, sung to words in the so-
called "dead" Latin tongue, and
explained in interspersed
English narra,ljons - as they
were greeted4JJy a virtually
overflowing house who responded
to the performance with ringing,
clamorous applause. In this
enlightened age of knowledge and
practicality which identifies
itself with the art and religion of
Godspell, who would expect an
enthusiastic response to can-
dlelight processions of Gregorian
chant, to incomprehensible
librettos of Latin tenors and
sopranos, singing and dancing to
a tale of the Old - not even New!
- Testament of the Bible? Such a
phenomenon happened at Con-
necticut College.
The Medieval Symposium
successfully answered a long
awaited cultural, intellectual,
physical and emotional desire
constantly yearning somewhere
within every student of any art of
life.
For more than an isolated
moment students and teachers
listened and laughed in lectures
outside of a classroom;' ate,
drank, talked and danced
together outside of the sterility of
the dorm dining rooms; and
shared in the challenge and fun of
a play, based on myth and ritual
which seemed to free lbem to re:
enter more enthusiastically into
their own lives.
Chapel service by dance department Sunday, December
10
'Cr~})tree~';'::,
heads
Spring
musical
By DONALD KANE
Theatre One has deCided to
meet the large student demand
for a spring semester musical to
succeed last year's smash Once
Upon A Mattress.
A reading committee
established six weeks ago to
consider production possibilities
has _ narrowed the list to
Brigadoon, Kiss Me Kate, How to
Succeed In Business, One Touch
Of Venus, Anything Goes, and
Guys And Dolis.
Before a final selection can be
made there must be a deter.
mination of student talent, both
from an on-stags and off-stage
vantage point.
Jim Crabtree, Associate.
Professor of Theatre at the
college, has agreed to direct the
spring offering and scheduled
open auditions in 'palmer
Auditorium, December 5 and 6
from 6:30 to 10:00 p.rn.
More auditions' might be
scheduled in the future.
Any student who wishes to try-
out must sign up for a ten minute
period either on the bulletin
board in Crozier or on the theatre
office door in Palmer.
People coming to the audition
are asked to bring their own
music and be prepared to sing
something from a Broadway or
off-Broadway musical. An ac-
companist will be provided.
Students interested in
production of a musical should
drop a note to Mr. Crabtree or
call him at ext. 201 or 447-2344.
Costumers, set designers,
choreographers, musicians, prop
personnel, publicists, stage
managers, and others are
strongly needed.
The open auditions and student
production response should
determine which of the semi-final
musicals will be selected. Each of
the options, however, require a
sophisticated singing and danc-
ing chorus which will be im-
possible to produce without
strong student participation ..
Once Upon A Mattress was
reportedly the first attempt 01 a
major Broadway musical by
Theatre One, and the first of their
enterprises to finish with a profIt.
It is largely because of this
success that such an ambitious
attempt will be undertaken
again.:"
Last year the production was
fortunate enough to be directed
by Theodore Chapin '72 who had
previous experience working on
the Rothchilds and Follies. Since
graduation Chapin collaborated
on Leonard Bernstein's Mass and
is now assistant director to Alan
Arkin for Neil Simon's newest
offering Sunshine boys which
premiers in New York December
17.
The employment of Professor
Crabtree thus filis a rather im-
mense gap that would have faced
and perhaps defeated this year's
musical promoters. Crabtree has
already presented Moonchildren
and the Play Of Daniel at the
college this fall, and comes
equipped with an exte~sl~e
theatre background in New
Haven.
Play of Daniel returns with impressive performance
byMAXINE OLDERMAN even by illiterate audiences. 11
was powerful, frightening and
'The Play of Daniel," performed -again wonderfully executed by
again .on Monday evening, the performers.
December 4, at Harkness Chapel The three leading parts were
was one of the most impressive done with remarkable vigor .. d
performances that I have ever expertise: Belshazzar (David
seen at Connecticut College. Gilette) was perfecUy wicked
Under the guidance of Theatre / and his strong voice was used to
Onedirector James Crabtree and its fullest in tone and ezpression.
musical director Paul Althouse Somehow his long hair brought to
the show masterfully combined the part an even truer sense of
pantomime, song, and dance in the medieval, as is true of Darla
an atmosphere charged with Coletta (Daniel).
Biblical magic. Daria's. dark curly hair and
The show's program states that dark eyes remind the viewer of a
"the plot is taken directly from number of Biblical figures and it
the Book of Daniel in the Old was all enhanced by his in-
Testament and dramatizes two credibly rich and beautiful voice.
separate episodes in Daniel's HisDaniel was highly ezpressive
life: his prophecy of the downfall and yet very saintly - an
of King Belshazzar, and the altogether memorable per-
counselor's plot to discredit formance.
Daniel with King Darius and The role of Darius was played
have him thrown to the lions. by Bernard McMullan, again
Danielis protected by an Angel of backed by a strong voice and a
the Lord and the play closes, sensitivity to the words and
curiously' enough, with an an- music. His portrayal w~~ con-
nouncement of the Birth of vincing and made the cnsis and
Christ," reconciliation with Daniel all
Somehow, much of the play quite true. His bearin~ was reg.al,
seems portentous of the birth of his decrees pr oclairned With
Christ - the anguished "poses" appropri~t"'''kingliness'' and all
ofBelshazzar, Darius, and.Daniel don~ WIth a rather solemn
in time of crisis echo the con- medieval touch.
figuration of the martyred Christ. Everrthing. about the
This implication of Christ would production.,,!as highly successful.
no doubt have been directed The transitions fr~m seen.e to
toward the medieval mind - for scene were accompl~hedqwck1Y
it was through religious drama of and smoothly .. The. lighting was
this nature that the uneducated almost awe-mspmng, par-
became familiar with the stories ticularly in Harkness Chap~l
of the Bible where it created almost eene
The processional and sections of light and dark. The
recessional were employed often singing was unifonnly excellent
and were one of the most ef- as was the choreography.
feclive parts of the show. In the
opening processional, strange,
haunting music accompanied
almost other woridly faces, lit by
candles and singing down the
aisles of the chapel Some beat
tamhourines, others had bells,
while others swung urns of in-
cense.
The beginning succeeded in
Iringing time back to the Middle
Ages, with the dramatic lighting,
solemn procession, and the scent
of incense/all interwoven like a
rich medieval tapestry. A girl in
front of me remarked, "For a
minute there I thought I was in
heaven."
There were many outstanding
moments in the play. One ofthe
more memorable is Belshazzar's
Feast in which the King and his
counselors look up to see the
writing in the sky. The way in
which Belshazzar and his people
!race the writing with their bands
and then chant together in terror
IS highly expressive and
beautifully choreographed.
Another fine moment took
piace in the central aisle of the
chapel when Daniel is about to
become engulfed by the lions.
Faces, distorted by white masks
become a wave of lions, pawing
and grOWlingas a writhing mass.
And then, as if emerging from a
human sea, an angel steps up
WIth a sword to protect Daniel.
The movement and sound
Combine in a marvelously
creative depiction of the scene.
In Short, staccato motions the
attaCkers of Belshazzar stepped
forward, shifting at each step a
tautly held red banner - a
SYmbol that would be taken as
SOmething evil and menacing,
r
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Everyone involved in the play
seemed to take on a spiritual,
saintly air and faces that you
recognize from classes ~e
God-like and unapproachable m
this atmosliJere charged with
religiousity.
Although the "Play of Daniel"
did not deal directly with the
lird! of <:IlrWl, It .... blcbI1
Faculty dance concert tonight .
Catterson Is a necticut CoUege. Mr
Sc
·=.~
Pat d dancer from Godfrey from the Yale
choregrapher ~ Fitzgerald is Music will accompany Mrs.
NewYork C~tyiheDaniel Nagrin Linquist in a nllDber ...
a member. ew York. Nora Robin Berry. Administrative
Wo~roup. m Nrform with Ted and Production ASSIStant 1D
Guthrie will :e duet. Both Ms. Dance, came ~ with the ldea ..~
Rotan.te 10 Rotante live in the concert and as sbe puts ~t,
. Guthrie and Mr. k together just happened." There IS no
New Yorl<. and word perform charge so come one and aU for an
choregraphlcally an rts e,J!;"htening evening in the world. dance caDce . ~
theU' own d .st is a member of of dance.
Mrs. Lin faQWulty here at Con-
the dance c
by CAROLBOWMAN
Tonight the Dance Department
will present a Faculty 1?an:
Concert as its last class .10
troduction to Dance. Startmg at
7'00 p.m., the concert will be held
.' the East Dance StudIo. 1D
~OZier-Williams. Participatmg
in the concert will ,be Pat Cat-
F·t raid, Noraterson, Ara 1 zge .
Guthrie •. Laura Linduwst. and
Ted Rotante.
appropro when preoenled ,hartly
before Chriltmu. When J lefl the
Olapel Monday night, I all1lOlt
Ihoughtl saw an unuaually bright
star way off in the Eat.
Russian
poet
presents
works
A RussWi poet, who WrItes
under the pen name Elagin, read
from hIS ... n .. orlIs m the
origmallanguage fnday al 1.30
p m 1D the b''U1g room of
Rno'wllon residence haU al
Connecucul College.
Ivan ~Ialn .. v teaches RUUI8D
language and bteralure al the
UnJVeJ'S1l) of \'I1lIb..-gb TlJree
,'Olumes 01. hIS verse have been
publIShed 10 the U oiled LSI
.. d a fourth 10 MUlllch. He
frequent!)·c:onInbutes 10 RUSSI3R
btelwy ren.... and prepoored
the lranslal ..... 1010 R l8Il of
Benet's John Brown's Bod and
Barbara Ward's fn e ideas Olal
Changed the W~
P IJ) II) EIag.n appear In
seven recent ontholo&,e f
contemporar}" RussLln \erH
ISSUOd by Bnbsh. Germal\ and
Amercan pojlIlShI/Itl houSeS-
.... a nalurallUd U . c'uan.
• 110 n al
Mal\"lev walefthiS ~ al
VladJV 10k and the
the UUI,ers'l) 01. KIO\10 JOin
Russl8ll rotblar) fon.~ ms::: I
He holds 0 Ph.D
languages and hteratures from
New York UnlVers'l)
Play of Daniel returns with impressive performance 7
Everyone involved in the play
seemed to take on a spiritual,
saintly air and facea thaI you
recognize from claaaea became
God-Iike and unapproachable In
this atmosphere charged with
re1igiouaity.
Although the "Play of Daniel"
did net deal directly with \he
Itrth of CbrIat, It - blIbI1
bYMAXINE OLDERMAN even by illiterate audiences. It
was powerful, frightening and
'The Play of Daniel," performed again wonderfully executed by
again .on Monday evening, the performers.
December 4, at Harkness Cbapel The three leading parts were
was one of the most impressive done with remarkable vigor IIIId
performances that I have ever expertise: Belshazzar (David
seen at Connechcut College. Gilette) was perfectly wicked
Under the guidance of Theatre/and his strong voice was used to
Onedirector James Crabtree and its fullesl in tone and expression.
musical director Paul Althouse Somehow his long hair brought to
the show masterfully combined the parI an even truer sense of
pantomime, song, and dance in the medieval, as is true of Dario
an almosphere charged with Colella (Daniel).
Biblical magic. Dario's dark curly hair and
The show's program slates that dark eyes remind the viewer of a
"the plot is taken directly from number of Biblical figures and it
the Book of Daniel in the Old was all enhanced by his in-
Testament and dramatizes two credibly rich and beautiful voice.
separate episodes in Daniel's His Daniel was highly expressive
life: his prophecy of the downfall and yet very saintly - an
of King Belshazzar, and the altogether memorable per-
counselor's plot to discredit formance.
Daniel with King Darius and The role of Darius was played
have him thrown to the lions. by Bernard McMullan, again
Daniel is protected by an Angel of backed by a strong voice and a
the Lord, and the play closes, sensitivity to the words and
curiously enough, with an an- music. His portrayal w~~ con-
nouncement of the Birth of vincing and made the ens .. and
Christ." reconciliation with Daniel all
Somehow, much of the play quite true. His bearing was reg.al,
seems portentous of the birth of his decrees proclaimed WIth
Christ - the anguished "poses" appropriate-"kinglineas" and all
ofBelshazzar, Darius, and. Daniel done WIth a rather solemn
in time of crisis echo the con- medieval touch.
figuration of the martyred Christ. Ever~thing. about Ihe
This implication of Christ would productIOfi\~as highly successful.
no doubt have been directed The transitions fr~ seen.e to
toward the medieval mind - for scene were accomplished. qwck1y
it was through religious drama of and smoothly .. The. lI!l"ting was
this nature that the uneducated almost awe-mspmng, par-
became familiar with the stories ticularly in Harkness Cbapel
of the Bible. where it created almost eene
The processional and sections of light and dark. The
recessional were employed often singing was uniformly excellent
and were one of the most ef- as was the choreography.
fective parts of the show. In the
opening processional, strange,
haunting music accompanied
almost other worldly faces, lit by
candles and singing down the
aisles of the chapel. Some beat
tamhourines, others had bells,
While others swung urns of in-
cense.
The beginning succeeded in
!ringing time back to the Middle
Ages, with the dramatic lighting,
solemn procession, and the scent
of incense/all interwoven like a
rich medieval tapestry. A girl in
front of me remarked, "For a
minute there I thought I was in
heaven."
There were many outstanding
moments in the play. One ofthe
more memorable is Belshazzar's
Feast in which the King and his
counselors look up to see the
writing in the sky. The way in
WhichBelshazzar and his people
trace the writing with their hands
and then chant together in terror
IS highly expressive and
beautifully choreographed.
Another fine moment took
place in the central aisle of the
chapel when Daniel is about to
become engulfed by the lions.
Faces, distorted by white masks
become a wave of lions, pawing
and grOWlingas a writhing maSS.
And then, as if emerging from a
hmnan sea, an angel steps up
WItha sword to protect Daniel.
The movement and sound
Combine in a marvelously
creative depiction of the scene.
In Short, staccato motions the
attaCkers of Belshazzar stepped
:orward, shifting at each step a
auuy held red banner - a
sYmhol that would be Iaken as
SOmething evil and menacing,
F acuity dance concert tonight
is a neelicul College. Mr. Damel
Pat catler~°:lancer from Godfrey from the Yale Scbool 01
choregrapher ~ Fitzgerald is Music will accompany Mrs.
NewYork CIty. Daniel Nagrin Linquisl in a number.. .
a member of th; York. Nora Robin Berry, AdministratIve
Workgroup. m ew with Ted and Produelion ASSlstanl on
Guthrie will pe:07' Both Ms. Dance came up with \he ,dea of
Rotante m a ue .' the co:.cerl and as she puts .il, "1\. d Mr Rotante llve m
. Guthrie an d k logether just happened." There .. no
New York an word perform charge so come one and all for an
choregraphically an enlighlening evenmg on the world
their own dance concerts. ber of of dance.
. dquist IS a mem
Mrs. Lin ult here at Con-
the dance rac y
by CAROLBOWMAN
Tonight the Dance Department
will present a Faculty Dance
Concert as its last class !" In;
troduction to Dance. Startmg a
7'00 p.m., the concert will be he~d
.' the East Dance StudIO m
~OZier-Williams. ParticipaliRg
in the concert will be Pat Cat·
Ara Fitzgerald, Noraterson, . d . t and
Guthrie.. Laura Lm q)lls ,
Ted Rotante.
appropro when preoented ahortly
before CbriIImu. When Ilefl\he
Chapel Monday nlghl, I a1me.t
thoughll saw an unuaually brlghl
slar way off in the Eul
Russian
poet
presents
works
A ROSS18npeet, who wnles
under the pen name EIagIll. read
from hIS own ..-Its III \he
ongmaJ language Friday at 1.30
p m III \he liVIng room 01
Kno·wllon reSidence hall at
Connecucul CoUege.
Ivan ~lalv"'\'teaebea Rasslan
language and literature at \he
Umverstl)' 01 P1ltsb..-gb. Tllrft
,,,lumes of hIS vena have been
published 10 the Umted tat
and a lourlb III )Iumch. He
frequent!)- e<ntnbutes to R
btemrJ re".... and pre .... ed
the translations mID R.... Wl of
Benet'. John Brown's Bod)' and
Barbara ward'a f"e Ideas £1la1
Changed \he Wor¥L
P tl} b) EJag,n appe8fS In
seven recent antboloKJes of
contemporal") Russuan \e~
\SSUI!d by Bntish. Gem\8l1
Amercan pubIJs/UI1i hcluItS-
• a natural ..... U c,t"''''., ow bo n alMat\"'elev •• s r
.~ and left his lIIdies at
Vlad!' .... \he
the Un"'e",,!) d K'e> 10 JOUl
I8Il m,btar)' forces III IMI
Russ Ph 0 III S1anc
:~~ '='d hie",tures from
:-lew York Un,w",'!Y
Play of Daniel returns with impressive performance
byMAXINE OLDERMAN even bY illiterate audiences. It
was powerful, frightening and
'The Play of Daniel," perfonoedagain wonderfully executed by
again .on Monday evening, the perfonners.
December 4, at Harkness Chapel The three leading parts were
was one of the most impressive done with remarkable vigor and
performances that I have ever expertise: Belshazzar (David
seen at Connecticut College. Gilette) was perfecUy wicked
Under the guidance of Theatre/and his strong voice was used to
Onedirector James Crabtree and its fullest in tone and expression.
musical director Paul Althouse Somehow his long hair brought to
Ute show masterfully combined Ute part an even truer sense of
pantomime, song, and dance in the medieval, as is true of Darlo
an atmosphere charged with Coletta (Daniel).
Biblical magic. Dario's dark curly hair and
The show's program states that dark eyes remind the viewer of a
"Ute plot is taken directly from number Of Biblical figures and it
Ute Book of Daniel in the Old was all enhanced by his in-
Testament and dramatizes two credibly rich and beautiful voice.
separate episodes in Daniel's His Daniel was highly expressive
life: his prophecy of the downfall and yet very saintly - an
of King Belshazzar, and the altogether memorable per-
counselor's plot to discredit fonnance.
Daniel with King Darius and The role of Darius was played
have him thrown to the lions. by Bernard McMullan, again
Daniel is protected by an Angelof backed by a strong voice and a
Ute Lord and the play closes, sensitivity to the words and
curiously' enough, with an an- music. His portrayal w~~ can-
nouncement of the Birth of vincing and made the cnslS and
Christ." reconciliation with Daniel all
Somehow, much of the play quite true. His bearlng was regal,
seems portentous of the birth of his decrees proclaimed wilb
Christ - the anguished "poses" appropriate-i'kingliness" and all
ofBelshazzar, Darius, and.Daniel done with a rather solemn
in time of crisis echo the con- medieval touch.
figuration of the martyred Christ. Everrthing. about the
This implication of Christ would productlOn.,!as hIghly successful.
no doubt have been directed The transitions fro,m seen.e to
toward the medieval mind - for scene were accompl~hed qwck!y
it was through religious drama of and smoothly .. The. lighting was
this nature that the uneducated almost awe-mspmng, par-
became familiar with the stories ticularly in Harkness Chapel
of the Bible. where it created almost eene
The processional and sections of light and dark, The
recessional were employed often singing was uniformly excellent
and were one of the most ef- as was lbe choreograpby.
feclive parts of the show. In the
opening- processional, strange,
haunting music accompanied
almost other worldly faces, lit by
candles and singing down the
aisles of the chapel. Some beat
tambourines, others had bells,
while others swung urns of in-
cense.
The beginning succeeded in
bringing time back to the Middle
Ages, with the dramatic lighting,
solemn procession, and the scent
of incense/all interwoven like a
rich medieval tapestry. A girl in
front of me remarked, "For a
minute there I thought I was in
heaven."
There were many outstanding
moments in the play, One ofthe
more memorable is Belshazzar's
Feast in which the King and his
counselors look up to see the
writing in the sky. The way in
WhichBelshazzar and his people
trace the writing with their hands
and then chant together in terror
IS highly expressive and
beautifully choreographed.
Another fine moment took
place in the central aisle of the
chapel when Daniel is about to
become engulfed by the lions.
Faces, distorted by white masks
become a wave of lions, pawing
and grOWlingas a writhing mass.
And then, as if emerging from a
human sea, an angel steps up
WJth a sword to protect Daniel.
The movement and sound
Combine in a marvelously
creative depiction of the seene.
In sbor~ staccato motions the
attaCkers of Belshazzar stepped
forward, shifting at each step a
tautly held red banner - a
SYmbolthat would be taken as
SOmething evil and menacing,
7
owcze
~
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Everyone involved in the play
seemed to take on a spiritual,
saintly air and faces !bal you
recognize from classes became
God-like and unapproschable in
this atmos(iIere charged with
religiouaity.
Although the "Play of Daniel"
did not deal directly with the
lirth of Chriat, it wu higbIJ
F acuIty dance concert tonight ,
Catterson is a neclicul College, Mr,Sc='~
Pat dancer from Godfrey from the Yale
choregrapher ~ Fitzgerald is Music will accompany Mrs.
NewYorl<CIlYiheDaniel Nagrin Linquisl in a number ...a member of York. Nora Robin Berry, AdministratIve
workgroup m N~ with Ted and Produclion Asslstanl ,n
Guthrie willrd~~ Both Ms. Dance, came ~ with the idea"of
Rotante m Rotante uve in the concert and as she puts It, II
, Guthrie and ~ rI< together just happened." There IS no
New Yorl<. an wo erfono charge so come one and all for an
choregraphlcally andrtsp li.htening evening in the world. dance cance· en "b
therr own d .st is a member of of dance.
Mrs. Lin QWult here at Con-the dance fac Y
by CAROLBOWMAN
Tonight the Dance Department
will present a FacullY Dance
Concert as Its last class !" In-
troduction to Dance. Startmg at
7'00 pm., the concert will be held
U; th~ East Dance StudIo. m
Crozier-Williams. Parliclpatmg
in the concert will ,be Pat Cat-
Ara Fitzgerald, Nora
terson, d 'I andGuthrie. Laura Lin qws .
Ted Rotante.
appropro when presented IhorUy
before Christmu, When llefl the
Olapel Monday night, I a1me.1
thoughll saw an unusually brlghl
star ... y off in the East
Russian
poet
presents
works
A RUSSWl poet, who wnlt5
under the pen name Elaltm. read
from hlS own works lJ'I the
ongmallanguage fnda)' at I 30
P m. m the liVlOg room 01
Knowlton residence hall II
C<vJnecbClll College.
Ivan ~1a\Yt1l" leaChes R .... Wl
language and lilerature at the
UnIVersity ot PilUb..-gh. 'I'hne
volwnes ot h" verse ha,-e been
publlShed 10 the l:nile<! La
and a fourth In MunICh. He
frequen1l) conlnbutes 10R WI
llterarl rem,," and prepUed
the lransJallOf1S mto R .... 18Il 01
Benet's John Brown's Bodl and
Barbara Ward's fn e Ideas rhat
Changed the W~
P tl) b) £lagm appears lJ'I
seven recent an(bolo I of
contempor8r) Ru stan \e~
ISSUOdby Bnl1Sh.. eerman
Amercan pubI"tung houIa-
."" a naturalized U c,tiUn,
Mal,-e.ev walefthbo~::
V\ad.n "* and . the
the UOI,eBIIl' <i KIl" 10 JOU1
Russ\8ll mlblar) forces In liMl
holds a Ph-D m "c
:'guages and hleratur from
:-lew Vorl< Um.-eB.t)
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'senior'
Going onwith her observations,
the Dean d the College notes that
"the masses of students aren't as
totally involved in campus
government as they should be.
They are active only on selective
issues because most issues are
not dramatic enough. There are
critical issues still to be
resolved. "
The speech that Mrs. Cobb
made at convocation was very
"near and dear" to her. She
stressed the model d interaction
- men, women, black, white,
foreign, Spanish-speaking.
One of the Dean's functions is
to advise seniors, especially
concerning graduate school and
future plans.
~ She is, however, mentor to
lnany 01 the black students on the
campus in both the academic and
personal sense. "Connecticut
College was never visible to
numbers of black students up to
five years ago," she explains. She
attributes the change both to the
Upward Bound program and to
new admission policies.
Another of her duties places
Dean Cobb on the College
. Development Committee. She
swears that dormitory expansion
plans for the compus are being
contemplated, although the
number o( day students may be
increased. Personally she'd like
to intensify the Marine Biology
and other science programs at
the college.
Her predilections perhaps belie
her other area of specialization:
life science.
One of the academic
inn ova tions a t Connecticut
College is a Post-Baccalaureate,
Pre-Med program which has
accepted six college graduates
with degrees in programs other
than the area of pre-medicine.
B~DeanJewel-Cobb celebrates
~
year
Melanoma is a cancer that
arises from a cell in the layer of
skin which bears pigment. The
~cerspreads very quickly and
15 resistant to radiation and
_chemotherapy.
The specific research that
Dean Cobb is carrying on has
never been investigated before.
She received her P.H.D. in
researching the mechanism of
pigment granule formation and
later became interested in
cancer, eventually merging the
two interests.
1
Deah Cobb does not ezpect any
major breakthroughs in cancer to
he uncovered in her laboratory,
but does expect to fulfill the grant
objectives of contributing fun.
damental knowledge about the
.mamniali8!Jpigmenoodcancercell
so that later this information can
be exploited to kill the cancer cell
in the host hwnan.
Most of the nomenclature is
difficult to follow for the ordinary
layman, and the concepts that
Dean Cobb trips over so lightly
are astonishingly complex.
Since this is the fourth year of a
fifth year grant, Dean Cobb is
hoping to have some definite
results soon, and is preparing an
abstract for an upcoming
scientific paper.
Despite the Dean's tightly
packed schedule, she claims that
she slill has 'adequate time to
enjoy herself socially. Since she
lives so close to the campus she
frequen tly has faculty get-
togethers and has students drop
over on Sundays.
Sailing her sloop in the river is
another source of relaxation to
the busy administrator, but she
has not quite had enough time to
take it out this fall. Instead'she
plays tennis now and then and
one detects a hint of expertise
behind her claims of athletic
modesty.
A master at preparing her
favorite dish of chicken and soy
sauce, Mrs ..Cobb often delights in
trying new recipes o.utduring one
of her dinner parties.
In a bit of-introspection, Dean
Cobb sees herself as an agent for
constructive change on campus,
especially in the area of securing
higher education for minority
groups and placing them in
professional schools after
graduation.
She does not see herself as an
agent for reaction or violence,
al though the Dean does see
herself "in part a feminist."
Recalling part of convocation
address, the Dean repeats her
hall" that Connecticu t College
can become an oasis where we
can, by our collective knowledge,
deeds, and interaction, serve to
utilize all the constructive
wisdom of the past to help shape
the years of the future.
h
.: by OONAUl KANE
! Perhaps the most importsnt& senior on this campus is not a
student. She is Jewel Cobb, Dean
,;.d the College and Professor ati Zoology.
.. This is the fourth year of Mrs.i Cobb's stay at Connecticut since
... she lad< over from Dean Noyes,
.: and sbe claims she "never slops
ii learning about people or the
Z college she's involved in."
~ "Each fall I feel more at ease
than the previous year. I've seen
the evolution of Connecticut
College as a co-ed institution;
I've seOJloil change attitude; I
was h~ at the initial launch-
ing," she relates.
Dean Cobb accentuates the
theme at unity at the school: the
1970 strike was fantastically
importsnt and gratifying. The
deans and the faculty and the
students were striking together
against the extenaion d the war
into Indochina. "There was no
'we' and 'they'. It
She stresses the "good record"
at the Jldrnissions department in
recruiting minority students,
especially since the prasentation
of the black demands in the fall of
1969.However, the Dean points
oet, "We've notreached the same
degree of heterogeneity with the
faculty."
Another at the changes on
campus that particularly strikes
Dean Cobb is the increasing
quality d the scbool paper: "far
superior to all other years."
enls· range In age
between twenty-three and
twenty-six and include one
Spanish-speaking and one black
male and two black and two white
females. The requirements for
acceptance in the program, in
addition to a good scholastic
record, are "real desire and
ability.": ..
The program is currently being
funded by three private grants
and the students, selected by ~
Prolessor Lentz of the Yale
School of Medicine, Professor
French of Albert Einstein,
Professor Reid of UConn,
Professor Wheeler d our zoology
department and Mrs. Cobb, are
filling medical school
~requirements in physics, biology,
and inorganic and organic
chemistry.
Although her duties in her
dfice and in her lab are widely
disparate, there seems to be a
common denominator: the
JeweI"Cobb touch. Both places of
work are highly organized with
all artifacts neatly in their niche;
easily within reach.
A sign in her lab office reads,
"Be kind, everyone you meet is
fighting a hard battle."
One at the battles being fought
in the cell biology lab in New
London Hall is against cancer,
Under grants from the American
Cancer Society and the National
Cancer Institute in whose Journal
Mrs. Cobb co-authored "Mouse
Melanoma Sublines following
Total In Vitro versus alternate In
Vivo Passages" Dean Cobb is
trying to trace the growth and
differentiation of cancerous
melanoma cells.
APWIRE PHOTO
the last of the
ApolIo moon series
TONIGHT
THE MOON!
It will carry aloft
Eugene Cernan
Harrison Schmitt
and
Ronald Evans
• r-
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Bookshop rates to remain high •
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o
On tho olbor tand, Tre_ =-
KJoghl bebe_ any p<Uib
profil "should be 11I111I • ~ ;
fund te coyer f ........... u Is !i
done WIth .k .u.nIIary .... !
~rprises... "C
In order te help e<lSU .... fulUrt i
profil lhe Ilodtslxlp neecIa mo... "
'pll:". Due I<l bm,Ud IIOI'.g 3
...... only 1.600 sq. feet se- :
cording I<llillllll'lUrtSI. buylna III .,
bulk IS not JlOIIlbw. BUYUlg III :'
bulk m.. ns • lI<1er dJscounl -
frc.n the manufacturer whiCh :;
would lIleInchelper pnl:"ll.tho
pllr.ns.
If tho Bodlshop wu en one
wveJ. It could be mo... chelpl)
run. Le",.Wfw.uJd be needed I.
run tho sIxlp. More fPll:" would
Ill ... m.... dlspl.y so mort
products could be off d. M....
'pll:" w.uId ... ble tho Bookshop
to buy IIld sell used books
M.... spice Clll be provIded, ~
IIld when tho BooI<shop b moved
Inl •• converled P.lm .. Ubrlry
Iller lhe c.mpletlon of the new
library.
Sluden~facuJly discounts and
chelper pric..s In tho Bool< hop
.... n.1 i/llJlOlllble.
By CARIN GORDON
A
READER
The prices cbarged by the
Connecticul College Bookshop
are not likely to decrease in the
near future. Although the prices .
seem unreasonable to many, they
are not yet totally out of hand.
The Bookshop is an auxiliary
enterprise of the College, under
the control of the Treasurer. The
heat, lighting, janitorial service
insurance, accwnting services:
and employes of the Bookshop
are paid by the College.
According to Dorothy S. Riley,
Bod<shop manager, "We need a
26.4 per cent discount from the
publishers in order to break
even." The shop receives only a
20 per cent discount
Mrs. Riley explained that
practically no profit was made
from food, but about a 20 per cent
profit is realized from con-
venience items such as soap.
5 per cent of the money the
Bookshop takes in goes to the
College for maintenance,
lighting, elc. 3-4 per cent is used
for postage.
The reason the school takes a
set amount of 5 per cent for heat
lighting, elc., ralher than com·
pute the cost each year is
"tradition," Leroy E. Knight
treasurer and business managet
stated.
If an outside company were to
come in and run the bookshop
they would pay the school a
nationally eslablished c""t of 4
per cenl from their profits for
ren t, etc. However, accounting
services woold not he provided by
the college.
In recent histDry the Bookshop
has never known a profi!. Three
years ago they witnessed a loss of
$40,000, two years ago $20,000. In
1971 after dropping studenl-
faculty discounts, the loss was
only a $1,000. The college covers
aU losses. It has heen the general
policy of college books tores
across the country to drop
student discounts.
There is the possibility thaI
within a few years the Bookshop
may make a profit. If it does,
then studen~facuJty discoonts
should he reinstated. Mrs. Riley
affirms that "the Bookshop
shouldn'l be making a profit on
students"
o
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you can't judge a book by its cover
The following is a comparative table
of stores in New London
accessible to Conn College students and faculty
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Saigon
by Tom Bowler
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Conn students express themselves
Quartet
3. Phoenix
;. 1. Homecoming a black sweep of feathers
• ushered them into
111: d k_ the gods assume forms the ar
~ wear feathers fins furs ignited the spark
a white spray of blooming..: prepare to descenta on the pavement nuclear lilies
Z the landing gears descended
~ jut from the plane flying the wind
like claws the soft mist of petals
blunt as a telegram exploded levelled
straight from the front that place
shiny steel boxes they melted this face
sent through the air the biro shrieked its nightmare
dozens of three-door song to the ashes
chrome-plated lizards these flames
crawl from the swampland flashing their names
on rubber legs its wings scraped the skylir.e
ailerons fleXing
to land
dead on the sand
the burnt shards of mefal
peeled from the wreckage
like skin
froze in the wind
2. Gulliver
broken up Gull iver
drags his old bones
over a ru bble
of upright stones
weary and wounded
he lays down to sleep
Lilliput blood cells
conspire in his feet
they mobilize troops
coagulate plots
agree to establish
a thickening clot
the blood-clot attacks
expands like a rose
runs through the trenches
see how it grows
thrombosis phlebitis
cast their long skeins
string threads of outposts
along his veins
the uniform soldiers
commanding a tank
capture the cables
subdue the right flank
the bloodclot persues
its course without pain.
and centers its aim
at the base of the brain
when the blood ball bursts
the brain goes ka-boom
internal combustion
in the engine room
4. Abraham
I killed millions of spiders
it was all I could do
I squashed the long legs
that ran so fast
clipped them from behind
survive survive
tossed them over my shoulder
like salt
they should have known better
they should have known
running faster
forces the marksman to level
his aim
I squashed their legs
under my fist
pounded them into importance
they would have strangled me
with their silky webs ~oor two colleges and various
• • 0 er expenences arriving af
stlck~ filaments Conn College provokes me to
crush 109 my throat several conclusions in contrasllo
survive survive the other places I have been. I
they should have known better would even admil to making a
it was all I could do menntal catalogue of all -the
I co eges I have visited.pease
understand this much Moor gradualing from high
. school I realized the sixties and
and when I stick the stake sevenlies were a rare historical
IOta your heart condition which in this rapid!
have enough respect changing sociely reached .::
to pull it out apex of frenzy. I fell priviledged
in private to be young. Mler all I live in a
society which idolizes youth
during a lime when "counter
culture," "generation gap," and
conege. experiences are in Ihe
center of national attention even
obsess~ion. '
Death of a Young Man
BY GREG YAIDA
He is dymg
He knows it now
Thai he has been lold
The whiteness of his room
Conswnes his life, draining him
The.walls stare at him
Their albino eyes screaming
You're dying, DYING
The while sheets poinl a
,Ieady finger
You're dying
The while smock leaves his skin
:old
~eeling bruised
'" in a quicksand, he vanishes
lnlo white
,..,
~.
Whose woods these are I think I know,
his house is in the village though ...
Four beautiful years:
. by ED PEUGRIN1
Idecided in my privale way to
attempt 10 discover whal
America was all about from Ihe
campus. Four shorlyears (I have
managed to streich them to five)
were allollted. I did the drug
scene, the Vermonl hippie scene
I drowed oul to write a book
studied arion a Caribbean island
for three months, became an
NUJ Studenl and a scholar
studymg weeks soviel literary
cn!lClsm wilh passion amid
NYU's dusty russian collection.
Robert Frost
Don't let them slip by
Where did all this lead me?
Here to Conn. Ihave to say I did
not go to Woodstock, the Chicago
Convenlion, or Washington Peace
Rallies, bul I galhered many
second hand reports.
. Ido not even hope to make any
ludgernent on society from my
experiences but Ihey have
changed me and reflecl on my
opinions of Conn.
. Possibly Ihe besl way 10
illustrale my feelings is to tell
you something about my past
weekend in New York.
Having grown-up in New York I
was amazed at what a dump il
was. I invited a friend of mine
from Columbia to dinner. He is a
film maker and wants 10 be a film
director like myself. He brought
over a friend of his who wan Is to
be anopera singer.
Suddenly il dawned on me thai
here were two students who were
not going. to be lawyers, doctors,
urban planners or married. They
were slicking their necks out
willi!1g to pursue an occupalio~
whIch was creative and a1mosl
impossible 10 be successful ai,
and would probably entail years
and years of study and fourth
rate jobs.
Why where Ihey doing Ihis?
Because they have drive and love
\
of their work. There Iwas sitting
with two other young men talking
passionalely about art, Eur:
connections, money ~nd f~
tricks needed to gel into "~
business. big
This is New York Cily, the .
apple, the most sophisticaled c: I
in Ihe world, where people to
lually wanl 10 risk faIlure d
achieve some mystical en .
Again I fell priv.ilegded to ~
alive for here was happenUlg
rare event. . . ill
Another evening Iwas sllliD:a.
a Conn room. One studenl sed
lelling relold ~eprocen.en
Firesign Thealre jokes. ntl1
they lefl to gel drunk. Appare L
this was the heighl of excilem~e
Perhaps this expiams lhe I
absence of Conn studentsearaland
Nalional Thealre of the D
other brillianl performanees;,.,~
Conn studenls seem 10 ac
iS
S
college too dully. There ilege
heavy pall of straighl ~ aple
melanility here, too many pe ear.
using their minds in second g ifUl
College is such_ a .bea:~ht
experience. I Ihink people After
to absorb il voraciouslY'ble job
fifteen years of a respects
will anyone be salisfied? \. s sUP
Do nollelthese four year rare.
by you -they are much 100
Saigon
by Tom Bowler
--.----~--7:._:_:__
3. Phoenix
;. J. Homecoming a black sweep of feathers
• ushered them into
~!: k_ the gods assume forms the dar
(: wear feathers fins furs ignited the spark
..: prepare to descent a white spray of blooming
is on the pavement nuclear lilies
~ the landing gears descended
Q, jut from the plane flying the wind
like claws the soft mist of petals
blunt as a telegram exploded levelled
straight from the front that place
shiny steel boxes they melted this face
sent through the air the biro shrieked its nightmare
dozens of three-door song to the ashes
chrome-plated lizards these flames
crawl from the swampland flashing their names
on rubber legs its wings scraped the skyline
ailerons flexing
to land
dead on the sand
the burnt shards of metal
peeled from the wreckage
like skin
froze in the wind
Conn students express themselves
Quartet
2. Gulliver
broken up Gull iver
drags his old bones
over a ru bble
of upright stones
weary and wounded
he lays down to sleep
Lilliput blood cells
conspire in his feet
they mobilize troops
coagulate plots
agree to establish
a thickening clot
the blood-clot attacks
expands like a rose
runs through the trenches
see how it grows
thrombosis phlebitis
cast their long skeins
string threads of outposts
along his veins
the uniform soldiers
commanding a tank
capture the cables
subdue the right flank
the bloodclot persues
its course without pain.
and centers its aim
at the base of the brain
when the blood ball bursts
the brain goes ka-boom
internal combustion
in the engine room
I killed millions of spiders
it was all I could do
I squashed the long legs
that ran so fast
clipped them from behind
survive survive
tossed them over my shoulder
like salt
they should have known better
they should have known
running faster
forces the marksman to level
his aim
I squashed their legs
under my fist
pounded them into importance
they would have strangled me
with their silky webs After two coUeges and various
. . other expenences arriving at
stlck~ filaments Conn CoUege provokes me to
crush 109 my throat several conclusions in contrast to
survive survive the other places I have been. I
they should have known better would even admit to making a
it was all I could do mellntal catalogue of all the
I co eges I have visited.pease
understand this much After graduating from high
and when I stick the stake schoolI realized the sixties and
. seventies were a rare historical
IOta your heart condition which in this rapidly
have enough respect changing society reached an
to pull it out apex of frenzy. I felt priviledged
in private to be young. After all I live in a
society which idolizes youth
durmg a time when "counter
culture," Hgeneration gap " and
college. experiences are in the
center of national attention even
obsessessiolL '
4. Abraham
Death of a Young Man
He is dying
He knows it now
That he has been told
The whiteness of his room
Consumes his life, draining him
The.walls stare at him
Their albino eyes screaming
You're dying, DYING
The white sheets point a
Steady finger
You're dying
The white smock leaves his skin
'old
~eeling bruised
.... in a quicksand, he vanishes
Into white
BY GREG YAHIA
Whose woods these are I think I know,
his house is in the village though Robert Frost
Four beautiful years:
Don't let them slip by
. hy ED PEUGRIN1
I decided in my private way to
attempt to discover what
America was all about from the
campis, Four short years (I have
managed to stretch them to five)
were allottted. I did the drug
scene, the Vermont hippie scene
I dropped out to write a book
studied art on a Caribbean island
for three months, became an
NyU. student and a scholar
Studymg weeks Soviet literary
CrIticism with passion amid
NYU's dusty russian collection.
Where did all this lead me?
Here to Conn. Ihave to say I did
not go to Woodstock, the Chicago
Convention, or Washington Peace
Rallies, but I gathered many
second hand reports.
. I do not even hope to make any
ludgement on society tram my
experiences but they have
changed me and reflect on my
opinions of Conn.
. Possibly the best way to
illustrate my feelings is to teU
you something about my past
weekend in New York.
Having grownllP in New York I
was amazed at what a dump it
was. I invited a friend of mine
f~om Columbia to dinner. He is a
film maker and wants to be a film
director like myself. He brought
OVera friend of his who wants to
be anopera singer.
Suddenly it dawned on me that
here were two students who were
not going to be lawyers, doctors,
urban plan~ers or married. They
were sticking their necks out
willing to pursue an occupatio~
which was creative and almost
impossible to be successful at
and would probably entail year~
and years of study and fourth
rate jobs.
Why where they doing this?
Because they have drive and love
\
of their work. There Iwas sitting
with two other young men talking
passionately about art, Eurr
connections, money ~nd ~
tricks needed to get into
business. bi
This is New York City, the . g
apple, the most sophisticated ctty
in the world, where pe?ple ~
tually want to risk faIlure d
achieve some mystical en .
Again I felt privjlegded to ~
alive for here was happell1llg
rare event. . . in
Another evening Iwas SlttiJlg
a Conn room. One student ~
telling retold ~eproce~en
Firesign Theatre Jokes. ntlY
they left to get drunk. APP~L
this was the height of excite the
Perhaps this explams tbe
absence of Conn students at d
National Theatre of the Deaf an
other brilliant performanees~~
Conn students seem to ac s
college too dully. There :ege
heavy pall of straIght ~...,Ie
metanility here, too many l"'v;a...
using their minds in second g ifUl
College is such_ a .bea~~bt
experience. I think people After
to absorb it voraclOuslY'b! jOb
fifteen years of a respecta e
will anyone be satisfied?, s slip
Do not let these four year rare.
by you _ they are much too
.-
,Prints exhibit 'From Madonna to -M da ~ ,_ a am
-.... ... .....,
"From Madonna to Madam" is
the provocative title of the
current exhibit of prints now
being shown through Friday from
9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.rn, at the
Manwaring Gallery of Cummings
Art Center at Connecticut
College. The exhibit will run
through December 21.
Selected from over 1200 prints
in the college's Wetmore
Collection, the 32 lighographs,
etchings and woodcuts focus on
the artist's portrayal of women
over the past 600 years. Three
pieces of sculpture are also in-
cluded in the exhibit which was
arranged by students in the
senior seminar of Museum
Theory and Administration.
From fifteenth century
Madonna woodcuts to early
twentieth century abstracts such
as the symbolic Head of W~man
by Matisse done in 1907, artists
have represented the female as
less of the idealized "oman and
more as a real human being.
The exhibit includes wlX'ks by
the greatest of the sixteenth
century German printmakers
Albrecht Duerer: Renoir, the
French impressionist: the
American Mary Cassell' Manel's
portrait of Berthe Mo'rso~ the
first female French artist and a
Lecture on Science of
Creative Intelligence and
its Practical Aspect,
Transcendental Meditation ,
Dec. 6 8:00 p.rn.,
Hale Lecture Room
Last course before
Christmas!
woman by ""rustler.
The complete coIJectlM con.
sists of over 1200 pnnl.! brou&ht
together by MISS Finny S
Wetmore of 'ow Landon and
ew Yark and left on her will 10
the Dep8rbnent of Fone Arts or
Connecticut College on 19211.
The exhibit IS open to the publi,
without charge.
End of
classes
party
Celebrate the end of ,lasses It
an a11-campus party In Burdl'k
on Tuesday, December 12 al 9
p.m. Relreshments and live
entertainment will be offered
upon a 7S cent donation.
Religio
film
trilolgy
"11
Cz
2...
...
~
I
The Connecucut CoUtge Film ~
As Art sen wiD irIng to
New London I ",bg" ... tnIOCl of ~
Ctnema c~lC$ frQlJl ~.
which tabllShed lhe ar tiC:I
reputation ofthell' dJreclDr ,
Each of lhe tbn: f'Ims WIS ~
directed by Ingmar BergllWl •
The sen • which opened Iasl.
month wIUIUalWllllm e ClI. :s
will ,onlonue on ThuradlY (Dec
71WithThrough A G~ Darkly
II 8:110 p.m. In Danl Concert
Hall, CummlnllSArt.s Center The
plot chr onicl es lhe plthellc
plunge of a young woman Into
madness.
On Thursday December 14 lhe
Film As Art sen Will show
WlOter Light and lhe thlTd 111m
The Silence w.ll be n on
December 21.
Screenwriter McMurty
to speak
man Pa.. By, Mote recenUy,
hIS scnpt for the L.ul Plcwre
ShOWwas nonunated 10 1972 IIX'
the ACldemy AWlrd Best
Screenplay.
He 15 currenUy worlung on the
IlRaI novel of I lrilasy which
Includes All My Fnends Art
GOIOgTo Be Strangei', pubhshed
10 1972by Sunon " Schuster and
MOVIngOn by Random Houae 111
1969
cliff robertson in CHARLY
proposal to go before the State
Legislature when they convene
on January 1. 1973.
This would involve the passing
of a new license - a College
license - in order to permit the
sale of liquor on the college
campus. "With luck we should
have it fairly soon," said
President Shain. Hopefully. the
writing will be laken to the
legislature fairly soon afler the
new session begins.
But for now, wbat is happening.
The only other educatiollll1 in- •
The noted author and
screenwriter Larry M,MurtrY
will describe how to wnle for the
movies tonight at 8:110 p.m. in
Oliva Lecture Hall when he
discusses the difference between
wriling for the screen andwnling
for the printed page.
Mr. McMurtry is an I good
position to know since he adopted
the scriQl for the movieHodfrom
his own successfu1 novel Horse-
She 8IId also that she would like
10 be able tD ut.iliJe Crozier·
WillianuJfurther IS far IS ~ti ..
..d dances are concemed.
For now all that '*' be clone IS
tD mllntaln slUdent Ulterut WIth
the best of pallence. The Stale
Uquor Comnuulon _ to fHl
thai the cotmUuee from the
Conference 01 Independent
Colleges ...u be honored IuihlY
when thell' proposals an brGu&ht
before the State LeRWaI1n
Cro bar looks to Capitol
BYROGERSMlTH .. .. It would not be valid, if all
At . the Crozler,Wllhams members of the lub did t ha
Comrmllee meeting on Wed. .. c no ve
nesday, November 29 Mr equal voting rights.
TeHennepe reported o~ Mr: This would be the Case at Conn
. Knl'ght'S fm'di . th because the adminIstrationngs concemmg e . .
Bar in Cro and the State Liquor wants all power of deCISIon
Commission. co:;:;ernmg the Bar and Crozier·
The Commission would not W ams.
accept the issuance of a club PresenUy the Conference of
license to Connecticut College. Independent Colleges in the Slate
They did this nn the ~rounds that of Connecticut is writing a MAINIRACE
PACKAGE 510RE
49 W. Main 5_', Nionlle. Con_"ev'
Proudly announces Its affiliallon
with The Intetnational Wine Socle/'f
"Les AmisDu Vins"
SoIvo yovr gift problom. with 0 gift mombo,sh,p 0' froot
you""" to ,1M pl.asu"s and t,ecllu,fl of thtt famous WI'"
love,'. society.
If you8V' got 'he 'i"", w.'v. go' ,he Win. Drop by and lOy
h.llo, brow'" through the bottl'l, books and au' to,h"9 no'"
free gilt wrappIOg and del" .. ,
• •
Prints exhibit 'From Mado~na to'M d'""-,. a am
"From Madonna to Madam" is etchings and woodcuts focus on
the provocative title of the the artist's portrayal of women
current exhibit of prints now over the past 600 years. Three
being shown through Friday from pieces of sculpture are also in-
9:00 a.rn. to 3:30 p.m. at the eluded in the exhibit which was
Manwaring Gallery of Cummings arranged by students in the
Art Center at Connecticut senior seminar of Museum
College. The exhibit will run .Theory and Administration.
through December 21. From fifteenth century
Selected from over 1200 prints Madonna woodcuts to early
in the college's Wetmore lwentiethcenturY abstracts such
Collection, the 32 lighographs, as the symbolic Head of W~man
by Matisse done in 1907, artists
have represented the female as
less of the idealized woman and
more as a real human being.
The exhibit includes works by
the greatest of the sixteenth
century German printmakers
Albrecht Duerer: Renoir. the
French impre ss ionist· the
American Mary Gassett· Manet's
portrait 01 Berthe Mo'rsot, the
first lemale French artist and a
Lecture on Science of
Creative Intelligence and
its Practical Aspect,
Transcendental Meditation ,
Dec. 6 8: 00 p.rn.,
Hale Lecture Room
Last course before
Christmas!
woman by WhlstJer
The complele coIJectloo .....
SlSts or over 1200 pnnts brool&ht
together by MISS ranny S.
Wetmore of 'ow Luldon and
ew Vorl< and left III her will III
the Department of FUle Ar1S 01
Connecticut College III 1921.
The eItubH 15 open til the public
without charge.
End of
classes
party
celebrate the end of classes at
an all-campus party in Burdick
on Tuesday, Deo!mber 12 at 9
p.m, Refreshments and live
entertainment will be offered
upon a 7S cent donation.
Religio
film
trilolgy
""cz
2...
i
I
The ConnOC:Ueut College Fllm ~
AJ An Sen wiD irIng bock to
'ow London a rebgultlS tnlogy of i
Ctnetlll C ICS Irom Sweden.
which tabhshed the artisllC 31
reputatIon of tbeU' director ,
Each 01 the three films was ...
dlrected by Ingmar Bergman.'
The Senes, whIch opened last ~
month WIth IWIln IIlm e ICS. ~
WIUContlllUeon Thursday (Dec
1) WithThrwgh A Glass Darkl)'
at a:oo p.m In Dana Coneen
Hall, Cummings ArU Cenler The
plot chrOnicles the path ue
plunge of a young woman Into
madness.
On Thursday December 14 the
Film As An Series w,U .how
Winter Light and the third IIlm
The Silence WID be n on
December 21.
Screenwriter McM urty
to speak
The noted author and
screenwriler Larry McMurtry
will describe how to wnle lor the
movies tonight at a:oo p.m, in
Oliva Lecture Hall when he
discusses the difference between
writing for the screen andwnting
for the printed page.
Mr. McMurtry is "' a good
position til know since he adopted
the scriQl for the movie HudIrom
his own auccessful novel HOIR-
man Paaa Bv, More recently,
hL! scnpt for the Lltt PIClilre
Show was nOmInated III 1972 for
the Academy Award Best
Screenplay,
He L!currently worlung on the
linal novel of a trilO&y whIch
includes AU My Fnends Are
GOlJlgTo BeStnIIlge ... pubhshed
In 1972 by Sunon " Sclalaler and
MOVIngOn by Random House 111
1969
cliff robertson in CHARLY
Cro bar looks to Capitol
BYROGERSMITH .
At the Crozier-Williams ,t would not be valid, if all
Committee meeting on Wed- members 01 the club did not have
nesday, November 29 Mr equal voting rights.
TeHennepe reported o~ Mr: This would be the ~ at Conn
. Knl'ght'S findi . th because the admlmstratlonngs concemmg e . .
Bar in Cro and the State Liquor wants all power or deCillion
Commission. co.n~ernUlgthe Bar and Crozler-
The Commission would not Williams.
accepl the issuance of a club Presently the Conference ci.
license to Connecticut College. Independent CoDeges in the State
They did this on the grounds that of Connecticut is writing a
proposal to go before the State
Legislature when they convene
on January I, 1973.
This would involve the passing
of a new license - a CoUege
License - in order til permit the
sale of liquor on the college
camp",. "With luck we should
have it fairly soon/' said
President Shain. Hopefully, the
writing will be taken to the
legislature lairly soon after the
new session begins.
But for now, what is happening.
The only olber educational in- • MAINIRACE
PACKAGE .IORE
49 W. Main S_t, NiantK Cen_tlCvt
Proudly announces its affiliation
with The International Wine Society
"Les Amis Du Vins"
SoIvo yovr gift p«>blom. with • gift mombonl"p ., .. -
yourw" to ,t.. pleasures and Ir"IureJ, of ,tt" fomoul w.".
lover'. society.
If you~ve got 'he time. Wive gol 1M wine Drop by and lOy
hello, brow'" Ihrough lhe bottl.,. books and Dur 10ltlng nolet-
tree gilt ~ rapping and doh""
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'heterogenous'Night studentsConn's are
.:
i A new kind of student is in-
E creasing his \'isibilily 00 the
~ Connecticut College campus,
e! harmoniously blending his neaUy
knotted lie into the fringed Jacket
,;. and patched jeans scene.i He (and abe) is the after-dinner
!; .student who slips into College
~ classrooms after locking his
supermarket cash register.
..: clooing the computer, or, as in thee case of one, tucking his
z .lethoscope back into the blackf medical bag.
He and she are among the
teachers, bus drivers. librarians,
electricians, bookkeepers.
waitresses, housewives, [our-
nalis 10 , parore officers, and respondents form an interesting
bankers who since september colle ge. The group is
have been taking courses for hetereogenous, ranging from len
academic credit in the Con- who hold master's degrees, 35
necticut College evening session. whohave earned the B.A. or B.S.,
Intrigued by the diversity of to a number whose formal
career occupations and education terminated with high
educational backgrounds school. One of the everting
represented in this semester's students is a practicing
group of 156 night-time students, pediatrician, another is a brother
the college circulated a in a Roman Catholic community.
questionnaire to learn more - Personal riehment proved to be .
about them and their reasons for j-the dominant lure, although a
devoting one evening a week to goodly share of the group ad-
class attendance fortified by an mitled that this is a test ex-
additional eight to ~ hours of perience.
weekly homework. "I wanted to make sure I could
The answers supplied by 78 really hack a tough college
program before I commit led
myseH to going all the way for a
college degree," one confessed
anonymously.
A teacher, who said She is over
60, claimed one of her reasons for
returning to college was "to
understand those under 30."
Fifty of her fellow students fall
into this younger category; 28 of
the respondents have already
celebrated their thirtieth biro
thdays.
From the viewpoint of Con.
necticut College, where the new
program in continuing education
was first offered to area residents
during the summer of 1971. the
'-
;
-~ :;$
LOWEST
YOUTH
FARES
/
TO
I EUROPE
._--------~
In~roducin9a new kind of beer.
Maxlmus Super.
. h MaximusSuper is not an ale Ora malt.liquor Yet it'svery different from ordinary beer One can and you'll know
Just ow different Max,lmus Super really is YouII also know how we arrived at its name. '
._-------
enlllrprise is a reWa....I••
-cess. . -- .. lIlIo-
"This is an exciting gr~
teach," reports one p of P to
"N b r e&l(rever efore have I .
problem suppressing had a
discussion. These studentsclass
bursting with eagerness to ~
te,\,ret our course work fr IJl.
their own human experienc':
Furthermore, they aren't the
least afraid to challenge me "
adds approvingly. ' she
This student enthusiasm '
attributed by another faeuI~
member to the fact that for th
the classroom experience elll
di . f ta aversIOn. rom their usual 9-to-o
work routines. It stimulates th
and in turn makes them
s~ulaUng to teach, he saYS~m
The young today are
popularly considered to havea
monopoly on the right to do their
own thing, But not necessarily in
the classroom. I find older
students to be much less inhibited
than those of traditional college
age, more ready to ask questiOlu
~sed on individualized values,"
15 the professor's appreciative
report.
According to Mrs. Patricia
Hendel, director Of the college's
summer and evening sessions,
enrollments have grown steadily
as the co,\lagion of college study
spreads through the conununity
beyond the campus.
To satisfy the requests for
more variety in course offerings,
Mrs. Hendel is now organizing
the curriculum for the coming
1973spring semester and expects
!he total number of subjects
taught to exceed 20.,
of any scheduled airline
Icelandic Airlines offers
you lower fares than any
other scheduled airline from
the United States to the heart
of western Europe.
You fly daily scheduled
jets from New York to
luxembourg for convenient
connections to most every-
where on the continent.
You save money any
time of the year when you fly
Icelandic.
- --!lET DETAILS ON OUR FARES
NOW. See your travel agent.
Mail coupon.
r-----------CN.,
To: Icelandic Airlines I
630 Fifth Ave.• N.V" N.Y. 10020 I
(212) PL 7-8585 I
Send folder CN on Lowest youth I
Fares to Europe 0
I
I
Street - I
City, -- I
Slate ziP------: ,i
My travelagent is --
-----------::..=_ -1
Name _
ICELANDIC
� Conn's Night students are 'heterogenous'
..:
i A new kind of student is in-
E creasing his visibility on the
• Connecticut College campus,a harmoniously blending his neaUy
knotted lie into the fringed jacket
>. and patched jeans scene.i He (and she) is the after-dinner
l; .student who s/lps into College
~ classrooms after locking his
supermarket cash register,
..: cIoaing the computer, or, as in thee case of one, tucking his
Z stethoscope back into the blackf medical bag.
He and she are among the
teachers, bus drivers, librarians,
electricians, bookkeepers,
waitresses, housewives, jour-
nalists, parole officers, and
bankers who since September
have been taklng courses for
academic credit in the Con-
necUcut College evening session.
Inbigued by the diversity of
career occupations and
educational backgrounds
represented in this semester's
group of 156 night-Urne students,
the college circulated a
questionnaire to learn more
about them and their reasons for
devoling one evening a week to
class attendance fortified by an
additional eight to If:n hours of
weekly homework.
The answers supplied by 78
respondents form an interesling
colle ge. The group is
heteroogenous, ranging from ten
who hold master's degrees, 35
who have earned the B.A. or B.S.,
to a number whose formal
educalion terminated with high
school. One of the evening
students is a practicing
pediatrician, another is a brother
jn a Roman Catholic community.
- Personal richInent proved to be .
+the dominant lure, although a
goodly share of the group ad-
mitted that this is a test ex-
perience. .
"I wanted to make sure I could
really hack a tough college
program before r committed
myself to going all the way for a
college degree," one confessed
anonymously.
A teacher, who said she is over
60, claimed one of her reasons for
returning to college was "to
understand those under '30."
Fifty of her fellow students fall
into this younger category; 28 of
the respondents have already
celebrated their thirtieth bir-
thdays.
From the viewpoint of Con-
necUcut College, where the new
program in continuing education
was first offered to area residents
during the summer of 1971, the
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enb:rprise is a rewBrdincess. . g-.
"This is an exciting grou
leach," reports one prof P to
"Never before have I ~"".
problem suppressing a
dis - classc":",lOn.. These studenlll
bursting With eagerness to lll!
tei1;lret our course work fr In.
their own human expe' om
F th nene...ur ermore, they aren't the
least afraid to challenge m "she
adds approvingly. e,
This student enthusiasm .
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member to the fact that for th
the classroom experience em
di . ~ aversion from their usual 9-to.s
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and ID turn makes them
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The young today are
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own thing, But not necessarily in
the classroom. I find older
students to be much less inhibited
than those of traditional college
age, more ready to ask questiora
hased on individualized values,"
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report.
According to Mrs. Patricia
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Varsity brniester of Involvement
byKEVIN KELLY we welcome the new
Theconnecticut College men's gs with it a mult"! d
varsity basketball team bas ideas nu I u e
ed the '72-'73 season winning ,merous 01'-
~e of its first four basketball ved, and a sufficient
gamessetting school records for ch we can pursue our
longestwinning streaks and most
winS in one season.
After losing the opening game
10 Mitchell College the Camels
have won three consecutive
games, defeating Mitchell,
Mohegan Community College,
and University of Connecticut,
Southeastern Branch (Avery
point).This is the firsttime in the
team's history that a .500 or
better record has been achieved
by the team .
. ConnCollege opened the season
at home in Crozier-Willi.ams
Center on Saturday, November
18,with a 96-80 loss to Mitchell
College. Tied 39-39 at halftime, ~'1,'. ~-otf.n":(~. ~~
C4.J;
THE ABOVE ENDORSEMENTS ARE THE OPINION
SOt.ELY OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD OF PUNDIT
AND DO NOT CONSTITUTE A STATEMENT OF
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE.
"I'm sorry-.".e SImp" don. ho-.e on open'"9s 101
'ounJits', 01 thIS t,me''''
You are foolish, however, if you e peel all h s
freedom and these diverse experiences 10 be Io.-ced
upon you. The opportunifies 10.- an enjoyable and
enlighfening semester are here, you must be
mature enough to make the beSt use of them.
be alraid fo become involved - po"hcally,
scholastically, socially, e tracurrocularly
Actions begun
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'4Microfilm shrinks volumes~ .
~ Palmer LilJrary at Connecticut original size. The entire colJec-
.:: College has recently added 21,500 tion is stored in card files that
.. volumes to its collections in consume about ten cubic feet of
.: EngIisb literature and American space.
E civilization without robbing a
~ single inch of shelf space from its
c already overcrowded book
>. storage areas.
.. The secret behind this feat lies
11 in the fact that the entire contents
~ of each volume are reproduced
~ on a single 3-5 inch microfiche
with each film card holding up to
~ 1,000 pages that have been
Q photographically reduced as
§ much as 90 limes below the
IL
The Benton gift also includes a
desk reader with 8'hx1:t-inch
screen on which material is
enlarged to greater than original
size for comfortable legibility.
The major acquisition is a gift
to the college from The William
Benton Foundation and was
made in the name of Helen
Hemingway Benton, an alumna
of the college and the wife of
former Connecticut Senator
William Benton, now publisher
and chairman of Encyclopedia
Britannica, producers of the
Microbook Libraries.
The Library of American
Civilization contains 19,000books,
magazines, and pamphlets in
such diverse fields as history,
exploration, government,
sociology, literature, art, and
music from America's beginning
to the outbreak of World War 1.
The Microbook Library of
English Literature, represents
FRIDAY NIGHT
AT STEAK&BREW
2 500 volumes covering the works
of both major and minor writers
from the days of the Anglo-
Saxons to the Restoration (1660) .
It is the first part of a series
which will- extend through the
nineteenth century when com-
pleted.
In accepting this major ad-
dition to the Connecticut College
library, President Charles E.
Shain expressed the belief that
the accessibility of these im-
portant teaching and research
materials will not be restricted to
members of the college com-
munity.
"I see one of the roles of
Palmer Library - and cit our
proposed new and enlarged '
library building - as ultimately I
providing service to all of the ,
colleges that have sprung up here
in New London County in recent
years. I am sure that there will be
parts of those series of English
and American books which will I
be used by these academic neigh- .
bors," Dr. Shain told Senator
Benton.
enlto'llr\se Is a reWA,.lI_•.cess. . - ...... ~
"This is an exciting gr~
teach," reports one prOfe~
"Never before' have I had .
problem suppressing cIa a
disCUSSIOn. These studen" sa
b tin·th .. areurs g WI eagerness to iD-
terpret our course work Ir
tho h omerr own uman experienc
Furthermore,' they aren't u:;
least afraid to challenge me " she
adds approvingly. '
This student enthusiasm b
attributed by another faculty
member to the fact that for them
the classroom experience is a
diversion from their usual 9-10,\
work routines. It stimulates them
and in turn makes them
stimulating to teach, he says.
"The young today are
popularly considered to have a
monopoly on the right to do their
own thing. But not necessarily in
the classroom. I find olderl
students to be much less inhibited
than those of traditional college
age, more ready to ask questioN
hased on individualized values,"
~~i", _+.h""-------"--~.
---- Classified Ads ----
/
~.~ /
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Lost
MISSING: Blue air force jacket
with brown scarf and knit gloves
in pocket. Important that this be
found, Please contact Karen
Anderson, Bx. 10, Hamilton, 443-
1285. REWARD.
Wanted
An old upright piano in any
condition. Can't afford too much
money. Would also consider
renting it if in decent shape.
David G. Case Box 1325 443-1717.
Old guitar would be greatly
appreciated by a woman inmate
at Niantic Prison. Or if you
prefer,lend it for the school year.
David Gr Case Box 1325 443-1717.
Female roommate wanted.
Moder-n, spacious, two room
apartment to share. Walking
distance from Conn. All utilities
included: $100 per month. Con-
tact Carol Thomson,. ext 459. box
1603 or call 442-4"528.,
CELEBRA TE WITH
WINE
A. Gordon & Sons
YELLOW FRONT
PACKAGE STORE
401 Williams Street
Telephone: 443-9780
For Sale
Down sleeping bag. 2 lbs.,
$40.00.; Diving Tank, Nemrod
"44," $35.00; Ricoh TLS 401
Camera, wide angle and 200m
lens, excellent condition, $300.00;
call John Thomson, 442-0232.
Papers typed at 40 cents a
page. Can usually do five 10page
papers in the same day, or next
day. Andi Schecter box 1085 Plant
'or 447-0197.
AR amplifier. Less than one
year old. Mint condi tion with
wood cabinet. $175. Will bargain.
Contact: Elissa Goldweitz, BoX
461 or Hamilton.
J,
SULLNAN
~RINTING
749 BROAD STREET
Telephone 443·5090 Ben Benoit, Prop.
WATER~RD, CONNECTICUT 06385 ._·--·· .... 1"'...·
It's the place to be together.
All the salad you can make plus a Boneless Sirloin Steak
.1\11for just $4.95 J2 oz. $5.9516 oz. .
Other items from $3.25. These prices include Beer Red "r,ne 0 S ..
. n r angna.
Monday & TUesday are Party Nights at Steak & Brew
~Ionday: Our regular $4.9512 oz. Boneless Sirloin is $3.75.
Tuesday: All you pay for Our regular $4.95 Roast Prime Ribs is $:J.75.
Stl illl idBrliUiO~ ',",dnn '"""r>
Route 6, Farmington
NEW! ENTERTAINMENT IN THE LOUNGE
RAG DOLL
Sport and formal wear for all occasions
Slacks, tops, shirts and accessories
Open daily 10-5
Just off Exit 70on Main Street,
Old Lyme
434-7411
/
---- Classified Ads ----
'4Microfilm shrinks volumes~ .
~ Palmer Library at Connecticut original size. The entire coUec-
..: College has recently added 21,500 tioo is stored in card files that
.. volwnes to its collections in conswne about ten cubic feet of
: English literature and American space.
E civilization without robbing a,f single inch rl shelf space from its
c already overcrowded book
• storage areas.
~ The secret behind this feat lies
'S in the fact that the entire contents
1> rl each volwne are reproduced
~ on a single 3-S inch microficbe
~ with each film card holding up to
1,000 pages that have been
Q photographically reduced as
~ much as 90 times below the
lL
The Bentoo gift also includes a
desk reader with 8\2xl2-inch
screen on which material is
enlarged to greater than original
size for comfortable legibility.
The major acquisition is a gift
to the college from The William
Benton Foundation and was
made in the name of Helen
Hemingway Benton, an alumna
rl the college and the wife of
former Connecticut Senator
William Benton, now publisher
and chairman of Encyclopedia
Britannica, producers of the
Microbook Libraries.
The Library of American
Civilization contains 19,000books,
magazines, and pamphlets in
such diverse fields as history,
exploration, government,
sociology, literature, art, and
music from America's beginning
to the outbreak of World War I.
The Microbook Library of
English Literature, represents
FRIDAY NIGHT
AT STEAK&BREW
2 500volumes covering the works
of both major and minor writers
from the days of the Anglo-
Saxons to the Restoration (1660).
It is the first part of a series
which wilf extend through the
nineteenth century when com-
pleted.
In accepting this major ad-
dition to the Connecticut College
library, President. Charles E.
Shain expressed the belief that
the accessibility of these im-
portant teaching and research
materials will not be restricted to
members of the college corn-
munity, -,
"I see one of the roles of
Palmer Library - and of our
proposed new and enlarged
library building - as ultimately 1
providing service to all of the ,
colleges that have sprung up here ,
in New London County in recent
years. I am sure that there will be
parts of those series of English
and American books which will .
be used by these academic neigh- .
bors," Dr. Shain told Senator
Benton. I
Lost
MISSING: Blue air force jacket
with brown scarf and knit gloves
in pocket. Important that this be
found. Please contact Karen
Anderson, Bx. 10, Hamilton, 443-
1285.REWARD.
Wanted
An old upright piano in any
condition. Can't afford too much
money. Would also consider
renting it if in decent shape.
David G. Case Box 1325443-1717.
Old guitar would be greatly
appreciated by a woman inmate
at Niantic Prison. Or if you
prefer, lend it for the school year.
David Gr Case Box 1325443-1717.
Female roommate wanted.
Modern, spacious, two room
apartment to share. Walking
distance from Conn. All utilities
included: $100 per month. Con-
tact Carol Thomson, ext 459. box
1603or call 442-4528..
CELEBnA TE WITH
WINE
A. Gordon & Sons
YEllOW FRONT
PACKAGE STORE
401 Williams Street
T elep~one: 443.9780
enitorprise Is a rewarding
. cess. iIIc-
"This is an exciting group to
teach," reports one prole
"Never before have I hadS8<r·
problem suppressing cl a
dis . Th aSlCUSSlOn. ese sludents
bursting with eagerness to lI!l!
te,\,ret our course work fr:
their own human experienc
Further~ore,' they aren't u:;
least afraid to challenge me " she
adds approvingly. '
This stwlerit enthusiasm ~
attributed by another faculty
member to the fact that for them
the classroom experience is a
diversion from their usual 9-to-l
work routines. It stimulatea them
and in turn makes them
stimulating to teach, he says,
'''The young today are
popularly considered to have a
monopoly on the right to do their
own thing. But not necessarily in
the classroom. I find olderl
students to be much less inhibited
than those of traditional conege
age, more ready to ask questio,"
based on individualized values,"
<~;",--.J.b",__ ~,.....e.- _"
For Sale
Down sleeping bag. 2 lbs.,
$40.00.; Diving Tank, Nemrod
"44," $35.00; Ricoh TLS 401
Camera, wide angle and 200m
lens, excellent condition, $300,00;
call John Thomson, 442-0232.
Papers typed at 40 cents a
page. Can usually do five 10page
papers in the same day, or next
day. Andi Schecter box 1085Plant
'or 447-0197.
AR amplifier. Less than one
year old. Mint condition with
wood cabinet. $175.Will bargain,
Contact: Elissa Goldweitz, Box
461 or Hamillon. ,
SULLNAN
~RINTING
749 BROAD STREET
Te'ephone 443·5090 Ben Benoit, Pro,.
II'ArER~RD. CONNECTICUT. 06385 ... _·--·· .... 1"'..·
It's the place to be together.
All the salad you can make plus a Boneless Sirloin Steak
.AIl for just $4.95 J2 oz. $5.95 J6oz. .
Other items from $3.25. These prices include Beer Red Wine 0 S ..
• vt r angrw.
Monday & Tuesday are Party Nights at Steak & Brew
Monday: Our regular $4.9512 oz. Roneless Sirloin is $3.75.
Tuesday: All you pay for Our regular $4.95 Roast Prime Ribs is $:], 75.
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Route 6, Farmington
NEW! ENTERTAINMENT IN THE LOUNGE
RAG DOLL
Sport and formal wear for all occasions
Slacks, tops, shirts and accessories
Open daily 10-5
Just off Exit 70on Main Street,
Old Lyme
434-7411
\Varsity basketball team on longest winning streak
by KEVIN KELLY
The Connecticut College men's
varsity basketball team has
opened the '72-'73 season winning
three of its first four basketball
games setting school records for
longest winning streaks and most
wins in one season.
After losing the opening game
to Mitchell College the Camels
have won three consecutive
games, defeating Mitchell,
Mohegan Community College,
and University of Connecticut,
Southeastern Branch (Avery
Point). This is the first.time in the
team's history that a .500 or
better record has been achieved.
by the team.
Conn College opened the season
at home in Crozier-Willtams
Center on Saturday, November
18, with a 96-80 loss to Mitchell
College. Tied 39-39 at halftime,
Mitchell outscored Connecticut
57-41 in the second half.
Mitchell hosted the return
match Tuesday, November 21, by
quickly racing to a 49-37 halftime
margin. A 34 point second half
performance by graduate student
Wayne Gibbons brought Conn
back for a 100-93 victory.
At Mohegan November 30 the
camels again fell behind at
halftime, 48-33. A tight, pressing
defense that allowed Mohegan
only 17 points in the second half
including only one basket in the
last six minutes of play enabled
Conn to gain a 7~5 win.
Hosting Avery Point the
following night, the Camels took
the lead for good midway through
the first half and withstood a
second half Avery Point rally for
a narrow 63-ll0victory. The game
was highlighted by the largest
crowd ever to see a basketball
game in Crozier-Williams Center.
The season opener was marked
by poor shooting by teams in the
first half as the Camels shot a
dismal 34 per cent from the floor,
hitting 18 of 32 shots. Henry
Weaver scored 12 points in the
first, and Kevin Copeland added
10.
Mitchell pulled away in the
seeons half, lJ,uickly b'Jilding its
~ Uo.~b
shooting. The lead changed hands
several times until six minutes
were left in the half when
Mohegan ran 12 straight points
for a 40-31 lead, which it in-
creased to 43-33 at the half.
Mohegan increased its lead to
51·25 before the Camels started
their long uphill battle. Mohegan
still led 61-47 at the 11:00 mark.
Conn ran the next ten points in
less than two minutes. Mohegan
scored at 9:03 for a 63-57 ad-
vantage. The Camels ran six
more points to tie the game at
5:39.
Both teams missed several
opportunities to score until
Copeland hit a bucket with 4:22
remaining to put the Camels in
front to stay, ~. The Camels
hit four more baskets before
Mohegan scored the last basket
of the game to give Conn a 7~
win.
Weaver finished the gaine with
25 points and Gittens with 18
while Copeland added 14.
The second half was an ex-
ceptional display of team
rasketball. Jim Cawley picked up
his fourth personal foul early in
the second half. Coach Bill Lessig
left him in the game. Cawley was
instrumental in the defense that
prevented Mohegan from taking
any good shots. He made some
key steals and contributed
several assists. He also hit two
clutch baskets in the stretch
drive.
Steve Brunetti ran the offense
and keyed the defense as he was
credited with eight assists, six
steals, and two blocked shots.
Gittens grabbed 21 rebounds
and Weaver 20 as Connecticut
out-rebounded Mohegan 75-41.
The team still had trouble with its
shooting, hilling only 37 per cent
from the field.
Playing in front of a lively
hometown crowd, Conn quickly
raced to an early lead which it
almost as quickly squandered as
Avery Point closed to within 19·17
midway through the first half.
Again playing together Cawley,
_Copeland, Weaver, and GitteT
sunnlied t:hp nffpn~ive pow1t
e
peared in the last two games due
to the protests Ii the opposing
teams. Gibbons is a graduate
stlldent at Connecticut College.
\ccording to National Collegiate
Athletic Association rules only
undergraduates are eligible.
Gibbons played three years 01
varsity basketball al Fairfield
University Irom 1967 through
1970.In that period he became the
school's eleventh highest career
scorer with 1,016 while playing
with Frank Magaletta who
became the school's highest
scorer with 1,399. Gibbons
averaged 17.5 points a game his
senior year.=.:_-
AlII1ellc DireclDt -
Jelfrey J. Z1mmennMn
220 Cl"OEler·WiUulms
~1 Ext. 2112
llutelball CoecIl -
WW"III R. Las'll
2060 FIflIllllC IIaII
~l Ext.2ll2
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Fri., Dec. 8 7:30p.m. Any
Mon .•Dec. II 7:30p.m. Home
Wed.Dec.U 7;30p.m. A.lY
Frt .• Dec. IS 7;3Op.m Home
Sat., Jon 13 6:00p.m. A.lY
Mon., Jon. 22 7:30p.m. Home
Wed., Jon. 24 7:30p.m. A.lY
Sal., Jon. %7 2:00p.m. Home
Mon., Jon. 29 7;30p.m. Home
FrI., Feb. 2 7:30p.m. Home
Sat., Feb. 10 2;oop.m. A.lY
Tue .• Feb. 13 8:30p.m. A.lY
Sat., Feb. 17 2:00p.m. Any
FrI., Feb. 23 8:00p.m. A.lY
Sat .•March 3 2:00p.m. Home
Varsity B-hall Schedule
Hartford State Tech. College
St. Thomu Aquinas College
Quinibaug VII. Community
College
Drew UnIversity
Wesleyan University
Hartford State Tech. College
UCom. So.Easll!m Branch
Eugene 0 'Neil Mohegon Community College
h I· State University of New YorkT eatre nstitute QuinibaUll VII. Community
B C CollegeUS om,Pany ManhaltanviUe College
The Olympian Games State Uni""rsity of New York
St. Thomu Aquinas College
Dec. 10 8 p.m. St. JusePl College of Maine
Palmer. edm. $1 u.s. Coast GIIIfd Academy--------------~
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Power to communicate. Power to reach people across the
town, across the nation. around the world. And phone
power may be yours for a lot less than you think. There's
station-to.station economy calling, lower weekend and
night dial rates. and the "mighty minute." .. Talk fast for
minute and rates are lower than ever For example.one ,
a "mighty minute" call to California rs only 35 cents.
Tap your phone power and come together.
@ Southern New England Telephone
I any nigh' aller II P m or be"'"
• DIal wlthoul operator ass's ance 'es on any ull Wl'h n tINt
8
"Mighty minute" minImum rare appa.m.
U.S. (excepl Alaska and HawaII).
...
.-~._ ...... . ", . "
peared in lbe last two games due
to the protests 01 the opposing
teams. Gibbons is a graduate
student at Connecticut College.
~cconling to National Collegiate
Albletic Association rules only
undergraduates are eligible.
Gibbons played three years of
varsity basketball at Fairfield
University from 1967 through
1970.1n that period he became the
school's eleventh highest career
scorer with 1,016 while playing
with Frank Magaletta who
became the school's highest
scorer with 1,399. Gibbons
averaged 17.5 points a game his
senior ye::ar:.:.~_
Bublba11 eo.ct> -
Willian R. lAs'll
206D F ... 1Wlg Ilall
203-&91 Eat 2IIl2
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.Varsity basketball team on longest winning streak
by KEVIN KELLY
The Connecticut College men's
varsity basketball team has
opened the '72_'73 season winning
three of its first four basketball
games setting school records for
longest winning streaks and most
wins in one season.
After losing the opening game
to Mitchell College the Camels
have won three consecutive
games, defeating Mitchell,
Mohegan Community College,
and University of Connecticut,
Southeastern Branch (Avery
Point). This is the firsttime in the
team's history that a .500 or
better record has been achieved
by the team.
. Conn College opened the season
at home in Crozier-Williams
Center on Saturday, November
18, with a 96-80 loss to Mitchell
College. Tied 39-39 at halftime,
Mitchell outscored Connecticut
57-41 in the second half.
Mitchell hosted the return
match Tuesday, November 21, by
quickly racing to a 49-37 halftime
margin. A 34 point second half
performance by graduate student
Wayne Gibbons brought Conn
back for a 100-93 victory.
At Mohegan November 30 the
camels again fell behind at
halftime, 48-33. A tight, pressing
defense that allowed Mohegan
only 17 points in the second half
including only one basket in the
last six minutes of play enabled
Conn to gain a 73-65 win.
Hosting Avery Point the
following night, the Camels took
the lead for good midway through
the first half and withstood a
second half Avery Point rally for
a narrow 63-60 victory. The game
was highlighted by the largest
crowd ever to see a basketball
game inCrozier-Williams Center.
The season opener was marked
by poor shooting by teams in the
first half as the Camels shot a
dismal 34 per cent from the floor,
hitting 18 of 32 shots. Henry
Weaver scored 12 points in the
first, and Kevin Copeland added
10.
Mitchell pulled away in the
s~ood half, quickly b i!ding its
- Uoo:1.
shooting. The lead changed hands
several times until six minutes
were left in the half when
Mohegan ran 12 straight poinfll
for a 40-31 lead, which it in-
creased to 48-33 at the half.
Mohegan increased its lead to
51-35 before the Camels started
their long uphill battle. Mohegan
still led 61-47 at the 11:00 mark.
Conn ran the next ten points in
less than two minutes. Mohegan
scored at 9:03 for a ~7 ad-
vantage. The Camels ran six
more points to tie the game at
5:39.
Both teams missed several
opportunities to score until
Copeland hit a bucket with 4:22
remaining to put the Camels in
front to stay, 65-63. The Camels
hit four more baskets before
Mohegan scored the last basket
of the game to give Conn a 73-65
win.
Weaver finished the game with
2S points and Gittens with 18
while Copeland added 14.
The second half was an ex-
oeptional display of team
lasketbal!. Jim Cawley picked up
his fourth personal foul early in
the second half. Coach Bill Lessig
left him in the game. Cawley was
instrumental in the defense that
prevented Mohegan from taking
any good shots. He made some
key steals and contributed
several assists. He also hit two
clutch baskets in the stretch
drive.
Steve Brunetti ran the offense
and keyed the defense as he was
credited with eight assists, six
steals, and two blocked shots.
Gittens grabbed 21 rebounds
and Weaver 20 as Connecticut
out-rebounded Mohegan 7:.-41.
The team still had trouble with its
shooting, hitting only 37 per cent
from the field.
Playing in front of a lively
hometown crowd, Conn quickly
raced to an early lead which it
almost as quickly squandered as
Avery Point closed to within 19-17
midway through the first half.
Again playing together Cawley,
.Copeland, Weaver, and GitteT
sunnlied HIP nFtpn!'live POW1t
e
Athletic Dftetor -
Jeffrey J. Zimmmnann
220 er........·Willimls
203-&91 Eat. 2lIZ
Varsity B-ball Schedule
Fn., Dec. 8 7:30p.m. Any
Mon., Dec. 11 7:30 p.m, IIome
Wed., Dec. 13 7:30p.m. A.lY
Fri .• Dec. 15 7:30p.m Home
Sat., Jan. 13 6:00p.m. A.lY
Man., Jan. 22 7:30p.m. Home
Wed., Jan. 24 7:30p.m. A.lY
se., Jan. 27 2:00p.m. Home
Mon., Jan. 29 7:30p.m. Home
Fri., Feb. 2 7:30p.m. Home
Sat., Feb. 10 2:00p.m. A.lY
Tue., Feb. 13 8:30p.m. A.lY
se., Feb. 17 2:00p.m. Any
FrI., Feb. 23 8:00p.m. A.lY
Sat., March 3 2:00p.m. Home
Hartford State Tech. College
SI. Thomas Aquinas College
Quinibaug Val. Community
College
Drew UnIversity
Wesleyan Umver1lity
Hartford State Tech. College
UCoM. So.Eu1em Branch
Eugene 0 'Neil Mohegan Community College
Th I· State University of New Yorkeatre nstuute Quiniballll Val. Community
Bus Company ~~vllle College
The Olympian Games Slate Unlver1ll1yof New Yoril
SI. Thomas Aquinas College
Dec. 10 8 p.m. St. Josep, College 01 Mal""
Palmer. adm. $1 u.s. Coast Guard Academy-------------
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Power to communicate. Power to reach people across the
town, across the nation. around the world. And phone
power may be yours for a lot less than you thrnk. There's
station.to.station economy calling, lower weekend and
night dial rates, and the "mighty minute."" Talk fast for
minute and rates are lower than ever. For example.
one 35 I
a "mighty minute" call to CalifornIa IS only cents.
Tap your phone power and come together.
@ Southern New ErVandlelephone
OIgh' direr J J Pm or Defore
• DIal withoul operator assIstance any u" wllh n t
8
"Mighty minute" mInimum rare applIes on anya.m.
U.S. (excepl Alaska and HawaII).
--------""'~.~
[S~ortsroun~
By GREG YARIA
It seems that we finally bavea
good basketball team at IbiI
school. They are an organized,
exciting team to watch. n.;
-don't pack a terrible amoWlt_
offensive punch, but tney piaU
good defensive game and
an outstanding fast-break.
The coach has repeatedly
me that this fan rapport has
fantastic. The crowd at the A
Point game last Friday was
largest and raisiert I have
, ISeen at Conn. Keep it up!
By the time you have read
the winner of a school ta
tennis tournament will have
decided. It was held Tue
nigh t. The winner goes on .
regional competition.
The football season is overa
last. Burdick beat Jan Ad
16-9in a hard fought contest tbat
was in doubt until the final
seconds olthe game. The lopf
teams in the league entered
playoffs last weeks,
JA beat Larabbee J5-21
Tuesday, and in an extend
game over 2 days, Burdick
defeated Hamilton 4-3in Sud
death overtime. That set
stage for Sunday's clash b tw
those two winners, with Burdi
emerging the victor.
. Commissioner of Flag
Football, Dave Mervis, drew
an All-Star Team with the aid
fellow referrees, he conclud
the following:
Offense
LE MARKWAHREN HamB".
RE DOUGMILNE Burdick
It FRANK KADEL Harknes.
G DEWEYDEMATATJS J
QBPAULLANTZ 'HamB ...
RB JIM CAWLEY J
RD NED WEISSMAN Burdi
MOST VAULABLEPLAYER
JIMCAWLEY
Cralfey 75, Faith Keirmaier 76, Defense
Cathy Menges 74, captain, Cathy MG JOE
Platen 74, Laura Schriesheim 76, MASTRANGEW
Peggy Spitznagel 76, Beth DE DAVSCHUMAN
Stenger 76, and Ann Townsend DE GREG YAHIA
76. The home team will swim LR JIM HAMILL Free
December 8th at the University CB HAROLD ROSENBERG
of Connecticut for an open relay CBJON GOLD J
meet against colleges of the area. FS WILSONJACOBS J
The meet will be fast and ex- E PLAYER
citing. competition for the home MOST VAULABL
swimmers . Joe M;"...· Il~elo ~.'r_,.!
~-~ro~lJfl,_eXl.-'t"'''' ,,",VA __ ~, ...~.~Rm, CONNE~TICUTD6385 :
,3or call 4424528.. -' -- ..... "" .
16
~Burdick wins Superbowl
i
E
J
contest
)
Sunday at 2:00 p.m., Burdick
Hoose defeated Jane Addams for
the championship of the Inter-
donn Football League by a score
: ri 1&--9.The game was played
11 under ideal cooditions and was!marked by sportsmanship and
... spirited play on the part of bolb
• clubs.
t: Jane Addams received the
o football on the opening kickoff
Z and drove to the Burdick five, but:;)
A. were unable to put it across for
the score as Owen Prague
recovered a J .A. fumble.
Burdick opened with its
powerful running attack but was
stopped by the determined
defensive rush of Dewey
Demalatis and Greg Yahia for
J.A. The ball changed hands once
before Burdick was able to
garner its first score. This came
on a pass from Burdick's John
O'Hare to Doug Milne who then
lateraled the ball to running back
Ned Weisman who ran over half
the length of the field for the first
loochdown 01 the game.
With the ensuing kickoff
Burdick scored two more points
by sacking the J.A. running back
in the endzone for a safety. The
only other score in the first half
came on a half back option pass
from Burdick running back Chris
Fox to tight end Doug Milne.
Neither team was able to
muster a scoring drive in the
third quarter as both teams
played outstanding defense.
Midway in the fourth quarter,
J.A.'s offense came to life,
sparked by the outstanding
I
01 the game. This drive was
slopped when Burdick's Doug Members of the Burdick and
Milne recovered a J.A. fumble on Jane Addams teams present
the 15 yard lin. with thirty - expressed for all the learns their
seconds remaining in the game, appreciation to Dave for his
enabling Burdick to run out the superior job in organizing the
clock. league, and officiating in over
Following the game the league forty games. Also cited was tbe
championship trophy was gratifying support of the student
presented to the Burdick team by body which contributed greatly to
Commissioner Dave Mervies, the success of the season.
cottonrunning ofWilson Jacobs and Jim
Cawley. Cawley scored on a
power sweep around his right
end, going untouched into the
corner of the endzone.
Late in the quarter, J .A.
trapped Burdick in its own end.
zone for a safety narrowing the
score to 16-9. Both offenses
sputtered until J.A. mounted its
final drive in the closing minutes
YWCA splashes Conn. swimmers
Cathy Menges captured first
for Connecticut in the 100 In.
dividual Medley 1:11.2 and the
200 Free 2:20.6 over Jane Smith
of New London 1:14.0 and 2:25.3,
and outswam Kitty Wainwright
01 New London in the 100 Back
1:12.6 to 1:16.4.
Other fast swims for Con-
necticut were recorded by Cathv
Platen and Joan Craffey
respectively in the lOll Breast
1:23.0 and 50 Free 28.5.
A valiant effort was made by
the Conn. swimmers to win, but
the New London team had too
much depth.
The members of the Swim
Team this year are Lynn Cooley
76, Anuny Bussmann 76, JQ8Il
BYJOAN CBAFFEY
On November 20th, the Con-
necticut College competitive
Swim team hal their first home
swim meet with the New London
YWCA. Although some exciting
races were swwn by the home
team, tii~New London Y edged
Qmoecti~ c&'~e~.
CELEBIlA TE WITH
WINE
A. Gordon a Sons
YELLOW FRONT
PACKAGE STORE
401 Williams Street
Telepbone: 443-9780
RAG DOLL
Sport and formal wear for all occasions
Slacks, tops, shirts and accessories
Open daily 10-5
Just off Exit 70on Main Street,
Old Lyme
434-7411cotton
fI
Syorts roundUp
By GREG YARIA
It seems that we finally bave.
good basketball team at Ibis
school. They are an organUej,
exciting team to watch. 'IlIe,
-don't pack a terrible amount.
offensive punch, but !ney piau
good defensive game and
an outstanding fast-break.
The coach has repeatedly
me that this fan rapport has
fantaslic. The crowd at the A
Point game last Friday Was
largest and raisiert 1 have
'seen at Conn. Keep it up!
By the time you have read
the winner of a school ta
tennis tournament will have
decided. It was held Tue
nigh t. The winner goes on .
regional competilion.
The football season is overa
last. Burdick beat Jan Ad
16-9in a hard fought conlest lila
was in doubt until the final
seconds of the game. The lopf
teams in the league entered
playoffs last weeks,
JA beat Larabbee 35-21
Tuesday, and in an exte
game over 2 days, Burdick
defeated Hamilton 4-3in Sudd
death overtime. That set
stage for Sunday's clash b tw
those two winners, with Burdi
emerging the victor.
Commissioner of Flag
. Football, Dave Mervis, drew
an All-Star Team with the aid
fellow referrees, he conclud
the following:
Offense
LE MARK WARREN HamBlo.
RE DOUGMILNE Burdlck
It FRANK KADEL Harkoess
G DEWEY DEMATATlS JA
QBPAULLANTZ HamBlo.
RB JIM CAWLEY J
RD NED WEISSMAN Burdlck
MOST VAULABLEPLAYER
JIM CAWLEY
Craffey 75, Faith Keirmaier 76, Defense
Cathy Menges 74, captain, Cathy MG JOE
Platen 74, Laura Schriesheim 76, MASTRANGELO
Peggy Spitznagel 76, Beth DEDAVSCHUMAN
Stenger 76, and Ann Townsend DE GREG YAHIA
76. The home team will swim LB JIM HAMILL Free
December 8th at the University CD HAROLD ROSENBERG
of Connecticut for an open relay J
meet against colleges of the area. CBJON GOLD JA
The meet will be fast and ex- FS WILSON JACOBS
citing. compelition for the home MOST VAULABL!' PLAYER
. .. 'JoeM3"'''ap~elo .. ,.,.,
~~;'~Ofl,en-'t"';'. IJlTA ,--_:-::_ ... ~.~R~., CONNE~T1CUT~0"6385,
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~Burdick wins Superbowl
i
E SlIIIday at 2:00 p.rn., Burdick
~ House defeated Jane Addams for
15 the championship of the Inter-
dorm Football League by a score
:; of 16-9. The game was played
11 under ideal condilions and was
Ii marked by sportsmanship and
~ spirited play on tbe part of both
_ clubs.
I- Jane Addams received theo football on the opening kickoff
Z and drove to the Burdick five, but;;,
Do were unable to put it across for
the score as Owen Prague
recovered a JA. fumble.
Burdick opened with its
powerful running attack but was
stopped by the determined
defensive rush of Dewey
Dematatis and Greg Yahia for
J.A. The ball changed hands once
before Burdick was able to
garner its first score. This came
on a pass from Burdick's John
O'Hare to Doug Milne who then
lateraled the ball to running back
Ned Weisman who ran over half
the length of the field for the first
touchdown 01 the game.
With the ensuing kickoff
Burdick scored two more points
by sacking the J.A. running back
in the endzone for a safety. The
only other score in the first half
came on a half back option pass
from Burdick running back Chris
Fox to tight end Doug Milne.
Neither team was able to
muster a scoring drive in the
third quarter as both teams
played outstanding defense.
Midway in the fourth quarter,
J.A.'s offense came to life,
sparked by the outstanding
contest
running ofWilson Jacobs and Jim
Cawley. Cawley scored on a
power sweep around his right
end, going untouched into the
corner of the endzone.
Late in the quarter, J .A.
trapped Burdick in its own end-
zone for a safety narrowing the
score to 16-9. Both offenses
sputtered until J.A. mounted its
final drive in the closing minutes
01 the game. This drive was
slopped when Burdick's Doug
Milne recovered a J.A. fwnble on
the IS yard lin. with thirty
seconds remaining in the game,
enabling Burdick to run out the
clock.
Following the game the league
championship trophy was
presented to the Burdick team by
Commissioner Dave Mervies,
YWCA splashes Conn. swimmers
BYJOAN CRAFFEY
On November 20th, the Con-
necticut College competitive
Swim team had their first home
swim meet with the New London
YWCA. Although some exciting
races were swwn by the home
team, tt~!'iew London Y edged
ConnectiCIB c..,~ae~.
Cathy Menges captured first
for Connecticut in the 100 In-
dividual Medley 1:1I.2 and the
200 Free 2:20.6 over Jane Smith
of New London 1:14.0 and 2:25.3,
and outswam Kitty Wainwright
of New London in the 100 Back
1:12.6 to I: 16.4.
Other fast swims for Con-
necticut were recorded by Cathv
Platen and Joan Craffey
respectively in the 100 Breast
1:23.0 and 50 Free 28.5.
A valiant effort was made by
the Conn. swimmers to win, but
the New London team had too
much depth.
The members of the Swim
Team this year are Lynn Cooley
76, Ammy Bussmann 76, JQ8Jl
cotton
Members of the Burdick and
Jane Addams teams present
expressed for all the teams their
appreciation to Dave for his
superior job in organizing the
league, and officiating in over
forty games. Also cited was the
gratifying support of the student
body which contributed greatly to
the success of the season.
CELEBIlA TE WITH
WINE
A. Gordon & Sons
YELLOW FRONT
PACKAGE STORE
401 Williams Street
Telephone: 443-9780
cotton
BAG DOLL
Sport and formal wear for all occasions
Slacks, tops, shirts and accessories
Open daily 10-5
Just off Exit 70on Main Street,
Old Lymo>,
434-7411
